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INT RODU CTION

The modern history of Korea has been characterized by

the intrusion of foreign powers who have exercised direct

control or , at a minimum , strong influence over the affa irs

of the country. The Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), terminating

with the Treaty of Simonoseki in April 1895, resulted in the

recognized “independence ” of Korea from Chinese authority .

A decade later, the Russo-Japanese War was brought to an end

in September 1905 by the Treaty of Portsmouth as Japan

success fully defeated the second rival that harbored real

designs on Korea. Among other provisions , the Treaty of

Portsmouth recognized Japan ’s predominant interests in

Korea and effectively stopped further Russian moves to gain

preeminence on this vital extension of the Asian mainland

until the end of World War II.

Japan ’s efforts to gain control of the Korean peninsula

did not cease with the recognition of their “predominant

interests ” in Korea. Before the Treaty of Portsmouth hadr been signed in September , a secret agreement between the

~~~ United States and Japan had been concluded . This Taft-

Katsura Agreement of July 1905 provided that the United

States would approve of Japanese suzerainty over Korea in

return for a Japanese renouncement of “any aggressive designs

whatsoever on the Philippines.” By 1910 the Japanese felt

sufficiently secure in their strength and position in the Far

East to annex Korea outright. Thus, from 1910 to the con-

clusion of the Pacific War in August 1945 Korea was an in-

tegral part of the Japanese colonial empire.
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p
In the last days of World War II , as a result of an agree-

ment reached at the Potsdam Conference in July 194 5, Russian

troops entered the northern part of Korea and in accordance

with General MacArthur ’s General Order No. 1 of August 1,

194 5, accepted the surrender of the Japanese forces occupy—

I ing that area north of the 38th Parallel. While the partition-

ing of Korea into two zones was originally envisioned as only

I a temporary measure, the inability of the Soviet Union and

I the United States to arrive at a satisfactory accommodation

resulted in a hardening of the status quo and ultima~-ely

I resulted in the formation of the Republic of Korea (ROK) in

August 1948 and the Democratic People ’s Republic of Korea

I (DPRK--North Korea) the following month. Once again the

population of the Korean peninsula had been denied their

1 independence, and further, they had now been witness to the

political division of the country into two segments that

were rapidly becoming increasingly estranged. By analyzing

j the events that have transpired since the division of the1. 
~ 

Korean nation we may perceive the import and ramifications

of these earlier decisions and actions that resulted in the

~ I 
partitioning of the peninsula.

The purpose of this treatise is twofold. First, the

I / ensuing discussion will be undertaken to delineate and analyze

~~~ ~ il//c.6~ Z / r~~-( ~f~~l~~S ~~~.J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the major national interest4 and vital factors associated

with the development of the foreign policy of the Democratic

I People ’s Republic of Korea from the period just prior to the

outbreak of hostilities in June 1950 and traces them through ‘
~~

I ~~~7~s*~~ ~~~i’~~n ~‘I “~~76. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,~
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the autumn of 1976. The manner in which this task is to be

accomplished is to divide this history into three distinct

time periods corresponding well with major turning points of

North Korean policy as it has undergone some of its more

fundamental shif ts  in direction . The periods are : 1950— 59;

1960-69; and , 1970-76. Each period will be examined in

terms of the KPRK ’s role and maneuverings within the Communist

world , economic and mili tary policies that it has implemented ,

and its interactions with the Republic of Korea and the other

non—Communist nations that are directly involved in affairs

on the peninsula. Greater emphasis of discussion and analysis

will be placed on the contemporary period since 1970. This

review of two and a half decades of North Korean foreign

policy will provide an underlying basis of knowledge needed

to examine and consider the tenets of the second objective

of this paper.

j~> The second purpose of this study is to assess the degree

of influence/control that the People ’s Republic of China ~(PRC Y~:

and the Soviet Union are able to exercise over the actions

of North Korea , and to delineate the nature of that possible

control in terms of economic, political and military factors.

A certain by-product of this examination will be an assess- (~
,. ..,.I 

~~
ment of which of the two Communist superpowers--China or 1~ 4/ )

Russia--in fact holds greater sway in controlling events on ‘
the Korean peninsula. Of even greater import, however , is

the possibility of uncovering clues that may serve to answer

the one question relating to Korea which is of overriding

—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
‘
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U importance : would -~the North Koreans/resort to overt ag-

I gression to~ try and~effect a military reunification of the

• • L.Korean peninsular Analysis of the past~ twenty-six years of

I the foreign and reunification policies of the Democratic

People ’s Republic of Korea reveals characteristics and trends

I which may weIl provide these vital clues.
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CHAPTER I

The Years 1950—59

I North Korea and Communist Bloc Politics

On the morning of June 25, 1950 North Korean forces

I moved across the 38th Parallel into South Korea. The

I decision to resort to military force to effect a reunifi-

cation of the divided Korean peninsula reflected a basic

I appraisal by the North Korean leadership under Kim Il-sung

that methods short of open conflict could not be relied

I upon to reunite the country. This decision to employ force ,

I with all the attendant risks that it entailed, was made

largely on the basis of Soviet and North Korean assumptions

I regarding the probable nature of an American response.

During 1948 and 1949 the resistance of the Nationalist

I Government in China under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek

collapsed. While the final military mopping-up operations

were still under way , the People ’s Republic of China was

j formed on October 1, 1949. The developing cold war attitudes

in Europe fostered the American policy of containment which,

I as the Communist Chinese came to power and relations with

I 
the U.S. could not be normalized , soon came to be applied in

the Far East as well.

I The delineation of the American defense perimeter in

the Far East by General MacArthur on March 2, 1949 , was

I further amplified by Secretary of State Acheson on January

I 
— - -
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tT. ~U 12 , 1950 in his famous “Crisis in China ” speech before the

I National Press Club in Washington . In the course of the

portion of the speech devoted to matters of mili tary security,

I he laid out the strategic line that the United States would

I be prepared to defend . That line ran southward from the

Aleutian chain through Japan , down to the Ryukyu Islands

I and eastward to the Philippines. Highly significant in this

delineation, and not to go unnoticed , was the exclusion of

:- Formosa and Korea from within the bounds of the U.S.

I ‘~er. The exclusion of Korea was to have decisive

.aifications on events to follow .

~ I 
One month before this speech, in mid-December 1949,

Mao Tsetung arrived in Moscow to begin an extensive period

I of negotiations with the Soviets to resolve questions of

mutual interest and settle the details of a new relation-

ship that would bind the two Communist nations. The Chinese

I and Soviet thirty-year treaty of military and political

alliance that was signed by the two nations and issued on

I February 14 , 1950 provided the basis of’ this new relation-

I 
ship. Of prime significance in this new treaty was a change

in wording of the text of the 1945 Sino-Soviet treaty in

that part dealing with defense.

Under the terms of the 1945 treaty executed between

I the Soviet Union and the Nationalist Government of China,

either of the two countries was bound to come to the

I assistance of the other if attacked by Japan. Under the

terms of the new treaty, however, this portion was changed
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to include attack “By Japan or any state allied wi th i t . ”

I This change in emphasis was a frank consideration of the

new threat posed by the United States presence in the Far

I East.  Japan , badly de feated in World War II , disarmed and

now under the reins of the U .S. occupation , was in no

I position to present a viable military threat. The wording

I 
of the new treaty , then , in effect  demarked the U .S .  as

Japan ’s aggressive surrogate .

I While the origins of the Korean War are still incom-

pletely known ~nd the ul timate motives a speculation , there

I are several considerations that may have been prime moving

I factors in generating the hostilities. As mentioned

earlier, the internal question of Korean reunification was

undoubtedly a factor of great importance . . As Allen S.

Whiting speculates in his work China Crosses the Yalu other

I factors may have been: a desire to damage the image of

I Wes tern (particularly American) power in Asia, with a

secondary objective of destroying support for the Nationalist

I 
Chinese on Taiwan; prevent Japan from once again reestablish-

ing a foothold on mainland Asia by turning the Korean

I peninsula Communist, with a secondary objective of damaging

I the United States-Japan relationship ; and finally , possibly

aid in creating a de facto division of Asia into spheres

I of interest for the two Communist powers. Moreover , in

furthering the world Communist revolutionary movement, a

I North Korean military success , following close on the heels

of the successful Chinese Communist revolution , would

- I
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I fur ther strengthen Peking’s claims that “new turning-point

I in history” had arrived)’ While any or all of these factors

would directly fur ther  the interests of the People ’s Republic

I of China , it appears that actual planning for the mil i tary

I 
action and its initiation were a product of Soviet and North

Korean e f fo r t s .2

I In the years following the beginning of the Soviet

occupation in 1945, North Korea had become a Soviet “satellite”

I nation in the fullest sense. Soviet forces had installed

I 
Kim Il-sung , a relatively minor Korean national who had risen

to the rank of major in the Soviet army , as Premier of the

I DPRK . Other Soviet citizens of Korean ancestry were also

installed in positions of power.

Soviet troop presence until the end of 1948, large

numbers of Soviet specialists, technicians, advisors and

I party off ic ia ls  assigned throughout the government , the

I military, and economic sectors insured that the Soviets

exercised tight control over the nation , particularly in

I the political processes . North Korean dependence on Soviet

arms , supplies and petroleum products insured Soviet con-

I trol over any military action that might be contemplated .

I In the political arena , consolidation of power was taking

place as both the indigenous Korean Communists and the

I Korean Communists who had lived in exile in China during

the Japanese occupation (the Yenan faction) were being

I systematically removed from power or influence.

II
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I The conduct and eventual outcome of the war in Korea had

I profound impact on the view of the Communist world held by

the North Koreans , most particularly by their leader Kim

I Il-sung. The rapid reversal of batt1e~ teld success as the

North Koreans nearly succeeded in sweeping the Republic of

I Korea (ROK) and American forces off the peninsula , and then

I were in turn routed af ter MacArthur ’s Inchon landing in mid-

September with the subsequent drive to the Ye u, presented

I immense challenges to the decision-makers in ooth the PRC

and the Soviet Union.

I The Soviet Union was patently unwilling to become in-

I volved in a major land war with the United States in Asia ,

- particularly with extended and vulnerable lines of communi-

I cation extending the length of the U.S.S.R., and the latter

having at its disposal a growing nuclear arsenal in addition

I to a conventional capability to interdict these lines of

I supply and f ight  a war. China , evidently alarmed by the

American lack of response to Chinese warnings not to proceed

I north of the 38th Parallel in their approach to the Yalu ,

perceived an immediate threat to her security , particularly

I the important Manchurian region . The earlier miscalculation

by the Soviets and North Koreans that the U.S. would not

I intervene in Korea since it fell outside the proclaimed

I de fense perimeter , now lent an element of uncertainty to

the Chinese Communists as they weighed past American actions

I and sought to understand what possible actions the United

IL 
ions f cont o take as t
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I continued to advance northward to the Yalu despite the

I Chinese warnings .

In mid-October the Chinese decided to commit troops to

I Korea and the f i rs t  elements of the Chinese People ’ s

Volunteers (CPV) crossed the Yalu in support of the shattered

I North Korean forces. Following the great counteroffensive

I of November 26th the U.N.  forces were driven southwards . In

the ensuing months attack and counterattack ensued until in

spring the front stabilized roughly along the 38th Parallel ,

where , with minor changes , it would stay until the 1953
I’ armistice.

~,; 1 The Chinese decision to enter the war most likely was

the result of a number of considerations. Undoubtedly of

great importance was an unwillingness to see the North

Korean regime destroyed with all the ramifications that

such a defeat would pose to the new Communist regime in

— China in particular, and the world-wide Communist movement

in general . Another major consideration was centered

around Chinese uncertainty of United Nations (American)

motives as these forces came closer to realizing - the re-

I unification of Korea under non-Communist control and with

~ I 
statements coming out of the United States that intimated

that invasion or bombing of China was a strong possibility.

J Additionally , Korea has traditionally been a vassal state

sphere of influence , it :ieariy r:mained, as throu;

~

ou

~~~

ts
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history , within the Chinese sphere of interest.” 3 These con-

I siderations , in combination with pressures or inducements

from Moscow, may be speculated--in the absence of direct

I evidence from the Soviets and Chinese--to have been the major

I factors influencing the decision for involvement.

The major impact of this course of events , beyond the

I fundamental aspect that Chinese intervention was instrumental

in preserving the North Korean state , was the creation of a

I psychological , if not outright tangible , debt by the North

I Koreans to the Chinese people for their blood sacrifice.

While the North Korean leadership would not deny the vital

I nature of the military supplies , munitions and equipment

that the Soviets provided to equip the remaining North Korean

I forces and the Chinese “volunteers ,” there did emerge from

this period a certain sense of betrayal as the Soviets

would not supply direct assistance in the nature of troops,

I and as a result of the actions of the Soviet Ambassador to

the United Nations (Malik) as he made efforts  in June 1951

I to effect an armistice. On the other hand , a bond of con-

siderable psychological significance between the Chinese

I and the North Koreans was forged. From this period to the

- 1 present, Korean and Chinese statements, communiques and

publications continuously reflect this sentiment. For ex-

I ample, the tone of this Chinese statement, “‘The two

Parties and the two peoples of China and Korea have cemented

I with blood a great friendship and militant unity in their

I protracted common struggle against imperialist agression,’” 4

I
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does not d i f f e r  greatly in tone or content from the follow-

I ing statement made by Kim Il-sung in 1961:

[T]he Chinese people are our comrades-in-arms who

I have shared joys and sorrow , l i fe  and death with us
in long revolutionary struggles. The Chinese people
shed their own blood to aid us at the time of our
people ’s Fatherland Liberation War against the armed

I invasion of U.S. imperialists. The militant friend-
ship and solidarity firmly established between the
Korean and Chinese peoples through their joint

I 
struggle against th~ common enemy are continually
being consolidated. D

I While not wise to overestimate the concrete value of senti-

ment in the relations among nations , there is reason to

I believe that the events of the Korean War did create a

closer bond based on commitment and similarity of interests

between the Chinese and the North Koreans than exists be-

J tween the Soviets and Koreans.

The ties between China and North Korea became in-

I creasingly close in the post-war period . The presence of

Chinese troops in the country until the end of 1958 was a

I continuing tangible expression of the Chinese commitment.

I 
In addition, the Chinese provided generous amounts of aid

to assist in the post-war reconstruction , at a time when

I the Chinese themselves were desperately in need of capital

for economic development at home.

I Although the Chinese had, through their direct in-

volvement in the war and the post-war economic, political

I and military assistance, been successful in reducing the

I influence of the Soviet Union, North Korea was still

primarily oriented politically and economically towards the

I
I 

- -- -“
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I U.S .S.R.  The degree of political orientation and economic

I dependence had shifted however. From a wholly-dependent

satellite of the Soviets , North Korea had now emerged as a

I viable party-state “oriented toward the Soviet Union , but

also open to more varied integrative relationships with other

I Communist countries , especially China. ” 6 The cautious moves

I in this direction had been made possible directly as a result

of the war which had seen the Chinese replace the Soviets in

I direct commitment and allowed Kim Il-sung and the returned

Communists associated with the guerrilla movement against

I Japan to consolidate their position as the controlling

I factor in delineating the orientation of North Korean policy.

The North Koreans now launched into a two-pronged but

closely integrated program. Recognizing after three years

of warfare that armed struggle, at least in the near future ,

I would not provide a solution to the problem of reunification ,

I the North Koreans now turned to a policy of relatively

peaceful competition with the capitalist southern half of

I the nation. Their aim was to reconstruct and then build a

highly-developed modern socialist society that would

I illustrate to the world the superiority of their system

I over capitalism. The 1954-56 Three Year Plan for postwar

economic reconstruction followed by the Five Year Plan (1957-

1 61) of industrial development were the direct tools to be

employed to accomplish these d.v.lopment ends.

I The reversion to peaceful competition was not only a

ref lect*m~ of th. futility of relying on warfare as a means

I
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for policy realization at this time , but was also directly

I tied to the changing climate of the Communist world. As

early as 1952 the seeds of change in Communist strategy had

I begin to sprout . At a major conference in Moscow in August

and September a Chinese delegation led by Premier Chou-En-lai

I met with Soviet leaders to map out a grand strategy for Asia.

I Malenkov ’s report to the Nineteenth Communist Party Congress

at Moscow and Stalin ’s monograph on “Economic Problems of

I Socialism in the U . S . S . R . , ” published in October 1952 , em-

phasized the emerging concept of “peaceful coexistence.”

I Stalin ’s death in March of 1953 presented expanded

opportunity to implement this developing policy . Communist

• moves to reach accommodation with the non-Communist world

1 resulted in the Kore an truce in July 1953 and similar results

the following year for settlement in Indochina. The Bandung

I Conference in April 1955, the agreement reached in Warsaw

- I the following month between the Soviet Union and the Eastern

European satelli te nations that they would not “interfere

in the internal affairs of each other ,” and the reconcil-

iation of differences in June with Tito as Moscow acknow-

I ledged Yugoslavia ’s right to determine its own method of

socialist development, were all seen as manifestations of

this policy. The Geneva “summit” meeting that same summer

I between President Eisenhower and the Soviet leaders under-

lined the changing Communist policies that were finally

I presented in polished form during the Twentieth Communist

Party of the Soviet Union (CPStJ) Congress in February 1956.
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I This developing policy of “ peace ful  coexistence ” had

I immense implications for the Communist movements in Asia ,

particularly in China and North Korea. Mao ’s 1949 statement

I that all nations of the world must side with either the

r Communist or the non-Communist worlds (no such thing as

“neutrality”) had now given way to an embryonic concept of

[ “third world” (in Western context) nations. The heretofore

stringent Chinese requirement that uncommitted countries

f must make a definite choice between the Communist and

imperialist camps was no longer an unconditional “must. ”

I For the time being , the policy of waging guerilla war

against Asian regimes controlled by elements with strong

nationalistic motives was shelved. The policy of “peace-

I ful coexistence ,” implemented initially by the Soviet Union

and backed by the Communist Chinese , ultimately was designed

I to allow the Communist camp time to engage in domestic

consolidation and development.

The concept of “peace ful coexistence ” and its practice ,

I however, conjured different meanings in the Communist bloc

• and the Western world. In the Korean sense this policy took

I on tones decidedly different than the interpretation of the

~

‘ I U.S., for instance. In the Western tense, this concept

implied abjuring the use of force. But in the Korean con-

I text, the relationship between North and South, between the

DPRK and the American presence, would be “Peaceful, yes, but

I coex istence, no, if this means placidly accepting the

I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T
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I indefini te  division of the Korean peninsula .”7 In other

I words, overall peace would reign, but struggle up to the

level of overt warfare would be used.

• I The primary goal of North Korean foreign policy was ,

I 
and still remains , reunification of the two Koreas . Heavi ly

dependant on the Soviet Union and to a lesser extent on the

I Chinese for economic and political support , the North

Koreans were neither in a position to balk against the

I Soviet direction , nor inclined to do so because of the

I 
crying needs for peace in order to rebuild . There was the

realization by the Pyongyang leadership , however , that

I after  the termination of hostilities in Korea neither of

North Korea ’s patrons were as concerned over the future of

Korean reunification as the Koreans themselves. It is

likely that after conclusion of the 1953 Armistice Agreement

I that Korean reunification was indeed a very low priority

item in Soviet Policy.8 This realization made imperative

the need for the North Koreans to begin a disentanglement

I from the controls imposed on North Korean actions and

policy by the Soviet Union and China. Movement toward a

I more independent line was an absolute must if the issue of

reunification was to remain a viable one.

While elements of this latent desire for national in-

I dependence had been present since the late 1940’s, it was

not until 1955 that the first cautious enunciations of this

I independent spirit were publicly heard. In a speech

I
i i

pp~~~~,fl
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p
I entitled “On Eliminating Dogmatism and Formalism and

I Establishing Juche [chuch ’e] in Ideological Work” Kim laid

the groundwork for the chuch ’e principle most generally

I defined as national “ self-reliance” or “national identity, ” 9

a principle that expresses strong nationalistic connotations .

I His statement , “Some advocate the Soviet way and others the

I Chinese, but is it not high time to work out our own?” ex-

presses the foundation of North Korea ’s emerging political ,

I and economic, philosophy.

The elements of growing nationali stic expression were

I’ further amplified following the 20th CPSU in February 1956.

I’ 
The formal adoption by that congress of the “peace ful  co-

existence ” policy that would produce the “thaw ” in East-

I West relations at the same time carried with it , as a

result of Khrushchev ’s secret speech inaugurating the

I “de-Stalinization ” campaign, the elements of disarray that

i would in time split the Communist world .

• The de-Stalinization policy , attacking as it did

j Stalin ’s policies and style of leadership, directly

threatened the status and position of both Mao and Kim.

I Both Asian Communist leaders employed styles of leadership

• and policy that were closely analagous to that of Stalin ,

particularly the “personality cults” that had been care-

I fully constructed around the persons of each of them.

In both China and North Korea this Soviet campaign lent

• I ideological support to those groups in opposition to Mao

II
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1 and Kim . Thus, both Asian leaders faced both external

I pressure from the Soviet Union and domestic pressure from

opposition elements as the de-Stalinization campai gn in

I Russia impinged on a f f a i r s  in China and North Korea.

For Kim , the attack on Stalin ’s personality cult was

I soon translated into severe domestic opposition when in

1 Augus t 1956 a leadership crisis erupted as a coalition of

pro—Soviet and pro-Chinese groups in the Korean Workers ’

I Party ( KWP--the Communist Party of the DPRK ) challenged

Kim ’s policy of giving priority to the development of heavy

U industry during the Five Year Plan (1957-61) .

1 The challenge to his leadership, in the form of an

attack on his economic policies in this “August Factionalist

I Incident , ” threatened the economic development model that

he envisioned. To Kim the most concrete expression of the

I chuch ’e policy would be in the achievement of an economic

I system that could operate independently of both the Soviet

Union and China. Only if North Korea could achieve economic

I independence could it grasp political independence as well .

To establish chuch ’e in a country means to have an

I independent and self—sufficient economy....Only when
we achieve self-sufficiency in our economy, can we
become politically independent and able to build an

I 
advanced modern state.~ ’~

Moreover, the constraint of the “peaceful coexistence”

I I policy being pushed by Moscow and still adhered to by both

China and the DPRK , would in time become inimicable to

I North Korean purposes of reunification because it did not

allow sufficient room for maneuver against the continuing
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U.S.  presence on the peninsula by pull ing the teeth of any

I threatened use of force against the South to achieve re-

unification or to effect a U.S. withdrawal.

I Latent North Korean dissatisfaction with the principles

I 
of the “peaceful coexistence” policy mirrored the growing

dissat is fact ion of the Chinese . A slowdown in economic

i growth , the accompanying “Bloom and Contend” campaign in

1957 and the ensuing rectification campaign had produced a

I situation wherein the Chinese could not pursue the spirit

of the Bandung Conference as fully as the Soviet Union by

I competing for influence abroad through the distribution of

I material aid at levels comparable to that of the Soviets.

China was increasingly being reminded of its status as the

I poor brother of the Soviet Union, of being placed in an

inferior status in the Communist camp.

I Although Mao lauded the Soviet accomplishments as they

I fired their first ICBM and launched the first Sputnik when

he arrived on his trip to Moscow in November 1957, and

I centered on the theme that “The East Wind is prevailin g over

the West Wind ,” he apparently was most skeptical of an ob-

I vious Soviet unwillingness to press home what he considered

I to be a significant strategic advantage over the West, if

only a psychological one at this time. Mao’s subsequent

I failure in his dealings with Khrushchev to obtain either

substantial aid for China or to win a shift in policy that

I would pursue an offensive against “the failing capitalist

i world ,” further exacerbated the growing discontent with the

I 
p-na-. wr .L - -- ,- ,—
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Soviet leadership ’s policies. Chinese fa i lure  to arrive at

I a concensus of opinion regarding a strategy outlook dealing

with the Far East , and additionally, fai lure to negotiate

I additional Soviet aid for development resulted (after con-

siderable policy debate within the Chinese leadership) in a

I decision to “ go it alone ,” to attempt to thrust China ’s

i economy forward in a “great leap forward .”

As relations between the Soviet Union and China began

I to cool , North Korea ’s relations still remained tightly

bound to the Soviets while at the same time becoming in-

I creasingly close with the Chinese . At t!-e conclusion of

I the meeting of the twelve ruling Communist parties in Moscow

in October 1957 , Kim wholehartedly endorsed the Moscow

I Declaration which stressed the need for bloc unity and

attacked “modern revisionisn~’--i.e., the defiant attitudeI of the Yugoslav Communist Party. Paradoxically , the North

I Koreans also viewed the Moscow Declaration as a “telling

reaffirmation of the correctness of the Twentieth CPSU

I Congress....”11’ This statement most probably expressed an

attempt to conciliate and promote bloc unity rather than

I indicate true feelings.

I During 1958 a notable North Korean affinity for Chinese

domestic policies was evident as the DPRK instituted an

agricultural collectivization program closely akin to the

Chinese commune movement and intensified the Ch’ollima

I Undong, or Flying Horse Movement (implemented at the Central

I
I ~~~~~~~~~

•
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-
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I Committee Plenum in December 1956), an economi c movement

I quite similar to China ’s Great Leap Forward. A PRC dele-

gation led by Chou En-lai to Pyongyang in February worked

I out details for the evacuation of the remaining Chinese

• troops from Korea, thus assisting the DPRK ’s anti—U.S.

I policy by insuring a credible basis upon which to couch

I 
demands for the removal of all foreign (i . e . ,  American)

troops from the peninsula. Further evidence of the growing

I closeness of the DPRK and the PRC was indicated by a meet-

ing in November and December between Mao and Kim , who in

I part pledged their determination to wage “an uncompromising

struggle against modern revisionism” and strengthen “the

J unity of the Socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union .” 12

The growing closeness of the DPRK with the PRC was

complemented by the maintenance , and indeed expansion , of

I ties with the Soviet Union. The Sino-Soviet rift was still

in its opening phases and to this point there was no serious

1 problem for Kim to retain rapport with both of his

I Communist neighbors. The first serious threat to this status

quo was not long in coming, however.

I The 1958 Taiwan Straits crisis and more important, the

Sino-Indian border clashes of August-September 1959 made

I evident the increasing complexity of events that were over-

taking the Communist world and the nebulous positions of

some of the Communist bloc nations. During the course of

I the Sino-Indian clash North Korea backed the Chinese

I
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position verbally while the Soviet Union remained neutral .

I While North Korea did not directly attack the Indian position ,

the situational Catch 22 was that since the Soviets had re-

I fused to back the Chinese and the North Koreans did , North

Korea , by imputation , was prejudiced in favor of Peking , and

I was seen to have acted against the Soviet Union and its

I policy line. Although Kim was quick to demonstrate alleg-

iance to the Soviets by hailing the up-coming proposed visit

I of President Eisenhower to the Soviet Union , the entire

ep isode was wont to point Out the delicate position that Kim
I was trying to hold and a harbinger of the difficulties that

I lay ahead in the future as North Korea strove to seek an

independent line of action while simultaneously striving

I to alienate neither China nor Russia.

J Economic Rehabilitation and Growing Independence

From the termination of hostilities in July 1953

through the end of the decade Kim heavi ly based his economic

I 
strategy of development and mili tary posture on Soviet and

Chinese aid. Immediately following the cessation of hostil-

• 
I 

ities the Soviet Union , in September , allowed a 1-billion

ruble grant ($250 million) distributed between 1954 and 1956

I to assist in rebuilding the war-ravaged North Korean economy.

In November the Chinese signed an agreement with the North

I providing for economic and cultural cooperation over a ten-

i year period. Under the terms of this agreement, the

Chinese cancelled all war debts incurred by the DPRK during

I

~~~~~~~ .-~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~‘flfl r•
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the Fatherland Liberation War (approximatel y $72 million)

I and provided a grant of 8 trillion yuan ($325.2 million)

to be used over a four-year period for reconstruction and

I economic development.13 The Chinese , through this generous

out-pouring of economic assistance,were thus able to play a

game of one-upsmanship over the Soviet Union by cancelling

I the wartime debt and granting an amount of aid initially

greater than that provided by the Soviets . North Korea , whose

F gross industrial product in 1953 was only about 36% 14 of

I what it had been in 1949 , required all the aid and assistance

it could muster from the Communist bloc for reconstruction

i and recovery. In addition to these immediate post—war aid

grants from the Soviet Union and the PRC, the Eastern

J European Communist bloc nations also contributed amounts

estimated from approximately 620 million rubles1’5 to 1130

million rubles.16

f The economic plan laid out for the period 1954-56 was

designed to resurrect the destroyed economy . Prior to the

I war the economy had been t ightly integrated with the Soviet

I economy with primary exports of iron and steel , minerals

and metallic ores to the U . S . S .R ., while primary imports

1 were petroleum products, chemicals , coal, machinery , spare

parts and railroad equipment. Trade with the Soviets in

I 1950 had originally been projected to be more than three-

I quarters of North Korea ’s total foreign trade.17 These

details in brief provide basis for assertion that economically

North Korea was indeed a Soviet satellite nation.

I
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I By the end of the decade Kim had made substantial gains

I in reversing this almost total economic dependancy on and

linkage with the Soviet Union. As mentioned earlier, a

growing economic independence would permit the development

of political independence . Despite opposition from within

I the KWP, Kim pushed the development of heavy industry dur-

ing the period of the 1954-56 Three Year Plan and again

during the Five Year Plan (1957-61) in order to reach for

this goal of self-sufficiency and independence. Addition-

ally , emphasis was placed on diversifying industry and

I markets and in reducing dependence on foreign technicians

I or the need to train Koreans abroad. For example, from

1955 to 1957 , trade with the Soviet Union decreased from 80 .8%

- 
to 57.0% of the total while trade with China increased from

- 

9 . 0 %  to 27 .3% .18

I During the period from 1954-60 the primary objective of

• the North Korean economy was to effect  a recovery from war-

time conditions and lay the foundation for a modern in-

I dustrialized socialist soviet. The wherewithal to accomplish

these tasks was largely forthcoming from the massive aid

I programs of North Korea ’s Communist partners and from the

agricultural sector. In agriculture the initial land reform

• movement and the f i rs t  moves towards collectivization of

I agriculture in 1953-54 were signs of an awareness of the

importance of this sector to national development, partic-

• I ularly in the future as aid from outside sources came to be

L I
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less and less certain in coming . The foremost goal of these

I ef fo r ts, as evidenced by Kim ’s 1955 speech , was the develop-

ment of an economy that was fully in accord with the nation-

I alistic aspirations of the North Korean leadership.

I The Non-Communist Challenge

Economic development towards self-sufficiency implied a

I growing capability by the DPRK to provide for its own

l national security. The easing of tensions in Korea follow-

ing the termination of hostilities and adoption of the

I I “peaceful coexistence” principle permitted the beginning of

a Communist military drawdown. In a proposal unveiled at

I Geneva in April-June 1954, North Korea sought to ease

tensions with the South and initiate measures to provide

I for at least a minimum degree of contact between the two

J Korean states. Additionally , Pyongyang called for the with-

• drawal of all “foreign” troops from Korea and proposed that

f the two sides reduce their armed forces to a maximum of

100 ,000 men within a year--a call that would be repeated

I again and again in the future.

f These proposals were influenced by the Chinese decision

to unilaterally withdraw troops from the peninsula, a move

j with a planned completion by the end of 1955. By the end

of October 1955 the Chinese had already withdrawn some

1! 140,000 men and it was only in response to the urgent request

of Kim Il-sung that the remaining troops were not withdrawn

until late in 1958.19 The request was deemed necessary by

I
_~_ 1
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I Kim because of an acute concern with the rapid decline in

I Communist mili tary strength . Although the continued Chinese

mili tary presence complicated his political demands ror the

I removal of a l l  “foreign ” troops , he was , to judge from the

I 
events , more concerned with national security than with the

political difficulties engendered by their presence. In

I the South , the effectiveness of the ROK forces was contin-

uously on the rise with the infusion of American arms and

I aid , and time for training and reorganization . The U.S.

presence , although steadily declining from Korean War peaks,

I was still highly significant as troop levels approximated

1 50,000 men in 1958 and 1959.20

• Of some comfort to Kim must have been the slow rate of

economic recovery taking place in the South. Economic

growth was desulatory during the first stage from 1954—57

• I largely because of government corruption , runaway infl~tiort

• and outright incompetence. During the second stage of

economic growth, from 1958 to 1961, significant steps were

I taken to control the rate of inflation and stabilize the

economy. At the expense of accepting a decrease in Gross

I National Product (GNP--from 6% in the first stage to 4% in

I the second stage21’) wholesale prices were stabilized for the

first time since the war.

I If the southern regime’s relative lack of success in

moving the economy provided some cheer for Kim, other

I developments in Asia, particularly the American relationship

II
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I with Japan certainly gave him no cause for happiness. While

I the U.S. occupation of Japan gave way to a treaty relation-

ship following signature of the Japanese peace treaty in

I San Francisco on September 8, 1951, with its attendant mutual

• security treaty , the conditions of these treaties, partic-

I ularly the security pact, tightly bound Japan to the general

tenets of American Far East policy .

This developing alliance relationship between Japan• I and the United States was of critical importance to North

Korea. Japan had occupied Korea for forty years with

I Llotably harsh rule. The United States, intervening in

Korea , was seen in North Korean eyes as the arch villian

who had on two occasions (the original demarcation of

Korea and the Korean War) been responsible for insuring

the continued division of the peninsula. Further , U.S .

I containment of Communism in the Far East was not just  con-

• tainment of Communist China but the DPRK as well, with all

the political , social, and economic ramifications issuing

out of this enforced isolation. Finally , the possibility

that the United States might allow or even encourage a

Japanese rearmament in building strong anti-Communist

forces in the Far East was a crucial threat, since “The

recognition of Japanese sovereignty with the conclusion of

the peace treaty implied the right to rearm; and indeed the

Korean War emphasized American desires that it be done.”

I Faced not only by a U.S. presence in South Korea, a grow-

ing ROK milit ary capabiiity bo is te red by the 1953 U. S
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I South Korea defense pact (signed October 1, approved for

I rat i f icat ion of the U .S .  Senate January 26 , 1954) ,  the North

also saw the grave threat emanating from a resurgent Japan .

1 Fear of Japan ’s growing strength and influence would become

even more real in the 1960’ s and 1970 ’s as Japan ’s economy

I became the third strongest in the world with all the atten—

I dant influence and implications this fact could imply. In

short , North Korea saw its goal of national reunification

I put more and more in jeopardy as the forces in opposition

grew steadily in strength.

I
I
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I
CHAPTER 2

The Years 1960-69

I North Korea and Communist Bloc Politics

During the years from 1957 to 1959 the first cracks had

appeared in the relationship between the Soviet Union and

• r Communist China. Chinese disagreement with the Soviet grand

-• strategy of “peace ful  coexistence , ” part icularly af ter  Mao

discerned what he fel t  to be the growing ascendancy of

power by the Communist nations over the imperialist camp was

an important consideration. Soviet Leadership of the Com-

munist world was becoming increasingly suspect in Chinese
ft eyes following the failure of the Soviet Union to support

• China either in the 1958 Taiwan Straits crisis or in the

border clash with India in 1959. As 0. Edmund Clubb points

out in his book Twentieth Century China:

It is n~ cessary to view Mao Tse-tun g ’s observation
in the context of his military philosophy . It was
his strong conviction that, if an army wins an ad-
vantage over ~ts opponent , it should drive the ad-

j vantage home..L

By not pursuing this policy Mao felt that the Soviet Union

I was abdicating its role as the vanguard of world Communism ,

• T 
and much worse , was even seen as striking a compromise with,

I or worst of all, in collusion with, the forces of imperialism.

j  The promise by the Soviets in a secret agreement of October

• 1957 to assist China in developing nuclear weapons, with

I its subsequent repudiation in June 1959, was further “proof”

to the Chinese that the Soviets could not be relied upon to



I
I deliver. Further , it cast grave doubts regarding what so::

of Soviet backing might actually be forthcoming if China and

the U.S. should ever lock horns. Finally, it was seen as a

I Soviet attempt to force China to remain tightly locked both

to Soviet policies and Soviet nuclear protection .

I Just as the Chinese had jaundiced opinions of the Soviets,

so too was the feeling mutual.  Mao ’s attempt to prope l China

forward on the road to Communism brought forth attacks by the

Soviets on the programs of the Great Leap Forward , in par-

ticular the commune movement. China ’s insistence on a more

mili tant line , especially in dealing with the American “imper-

- ialists ” who continued to support the Taiwan regime and block

• the reunification of China , was a continuing sore issue .

Couched in ideological terms , the rhetorical repartee between

the two countries served only as a mask for these deeper

issues that reflected widely-divergent views of policy ob-

jectives and the means to achieve them .

The cracks that had appeared in the solidari ty of the

Communist world in the late 1950’ s quickly widened under

the ideological bludgeoning that was to ensue. The year

J 1960 indicated how serious the rift in the Communist world

had become with the beginning of open polemics between the

I two countries . In an article in the CCP theoretical journal

I Hung Chi (Red Flag) on April 16, 1960, entitled “Long Live

Leninismi” , the Chinese openly attacked the doctrinal

I espousals of the 20th CPSU of February 1956 , advocating a

return to active attack on imperialism.

I Against this background , the neutral stance of North



I
I

Korea in the Communist wor ld became more and more difficult

I to maintain as the dispute began to heat up. In trying to

maintain neutral i ty, Nodong Sinmun, the Korean Workers ’

I Party publication , merely reprinted this Red Flag article

I without editorial comment. Not only was Pyongyang attempt-

ing not to show favor in the r i f t , but it was alsc pre-

occupied at the time with events that had transpired in the

South following the overthrow of the Syngman Rhee regime in

1 April 1960. Fast-paced events in the Communist world , how-

1 even, required close attention to the increasing number of

pitfal ls  placed in the path of the non—principles in the

I 
dispute.

The Conference of Eighty-one Communist and Workers ’

Parties , held in Moscow in November 1960 , was the watershed

-; for the almost inevitable change in North Korea ’s stance.

Although on the surface a semblance of unity existed in the

Communist camp, in fact the conference had failed in its

objective of attempting to repair the growing split. More,

Pyongyang made it abundantly clear that it shared Peking ’s

views. Imperialism must be met head on and destroyed. “To
I crush and paralyze imperialism is the only way to win peace”

I proclaimed a Nodong Sinmun editorial on December 7, 1960.2

The undercurrents of North Korean dissatisfaction with the

I Soviet line had now ,become manifest and open for the world

I to see.

In spite of Kim ’s open backing of Peking, the Soviet

I
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Union chose to publicly ignore the affront. Previous aid

I commitments were continued and additional ones were imple-

mented , perhaps in the hope of swaying North Korea back

I toward the Soviets , or at minimum , assuring their return to

i the previous neutral position . If that was the objective ,

the effort was countered by China ’s continued , if limited ,

I material assistance to Pyongyang despite her own tremendous

economic d i f f icul t ies  in the wake of the fai lure of the

[ Great Leap.3

Kim must have been somewhat chagrined at the need to

insure his country ’s securi ty by making his pilgrimage to

T Moscow in July 1961 to conclude the first of two very im-

portant military alliances shortly af ter  the Park Chung Hee

mili tary group seized power on May 16th. The military pact

signed between the two countries on July 6th was followed

just five days later by the signing of an almost identical

one in Peking. The pact with the Soviet Union had an ex-

piration date in ten years, while the pact with the Chinese

had no such stipulation. Both provided that an attack on

I 
North Korea by any power or coalition of powers would be

considered as an attack on the other signatory. Both pacts

carefully stressed this defensive aspect, clearly making

• plain to Kim that any aggressive action on his part most

P 1 probably would go unsupported by the other principle.

Through the end of 1961 Kim was careful to walk the

• I neutral line and in most particular not upset the fragile

. 1
I
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status quo with Moscow. The new South Korean regime was

I still largely an unknown factor in regard to the actions

they could be expected to take vis a vis the DPRK . Violently

I anti-Communist , the possibility could not be ruled out of an

armed attack by the South to attempt a reunification of the

I nation. In any case, in the event of hostilities , Kim wanted

I to be as sure of his backing as it was possible to be. In

fact, in his speech to the Twenty—second CPSU Congress in

1 October, his reference to the Soviet Union as the vanguard

of the international Communist movement was in direct

F opposition to the Chinese insistence that the CPSU should

r be referred to as “the leader ” of the socialist camp and

not as the “vanguard” of world Communism . Apparently Kim

• 
I 

felt that this concession to the Soviets was both politically

necessary and ideologically acceptable--particularly since

it was expedient at the time. During the course of this

CPSU congress the two major adversaries squared off and

openly Ittacked the ideological position of the other, while

I Kim, supporting the Soviet position verbally, backed that

of China (and North Korea) the following day by placing a

I wreath on Stalin ’s tomb, as Chou En-lai had done a few days

• I 
earlier. In the Communist world, symbology would consis-

tently seem to be a far stronger indication of reality than

rhetoric , handshakes or smiles.

The growing crisis in the Communist world came to a

I head in the autumn of 1962. Almost simultaneously two major

I
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international events took place that triggered the final

break in the Communist bloc--the Sino-Indian border clash

and the Cuban missile crisis. Growing North Korean feelings

I that the Soviets were capitulating to American military

I 
might were vindicated by Khrushchev ’s decision to back down

in the face of American determination . Similarly, lukewarm

I Soviet backing of China when that country invaded disputed

border territory in the areas of the North—East Frontier

I Agency and Ladakh on October 20th ended altogether as

Khrushchev reversed his stand after the Chinese had labeled

his agreement to remove his missiles as “another Munich”

I and a betrayal of Castro . In Pyongyang this was seen as

evidence of the decline in Soviet willingness to strongly
r 

assert her power and actively champion the cause of world

Communism , even if it resulted in a nuclear showdown . As

these two crisis periods came to a close North Korea was

moving into strong alignment with Communist China.

Traditionally close relations between North Korea and

China , the active Chinese participation in support of North

Korea during the Korean War, great similari ties in economic

I development policies, consistent Chinese attacks on Soviet

“ revisionism, ” “capitulationism” and collusion with the
I West, were all primary reasons for this shift  in stance by

J Pyongyang. Perhaps Kim ’s greatest concern, however, and

one frequently overlooked or underplayed, remained the

I matter of North Korea ’s own security. In the Soviet Union

I

- j  I
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under Khrushchev Kim apparently perceived that the strength

I of the international Communist movement, and its direction ,

had been sapped and misdirected. In the Chinese he felt

I there existed a s imilar i ty of views , characterized by the

determination to meet imperialism head on , expressed in

I strongly-held beliefs that “To crush the aggressive

I maneuvers of the U.S. imperialists is the sacred duty of

the world proletariat and all peace-loving peoples alike.”
4

I The Chinese , holding an identical philosophy , by now were

seen to be not only as an ideological partner , but far more

I important, the greatest guarantor of her continued security

in the face of the U.S. imperialist forces working in

collusion with the “puppet regime” in the South.

In January 1963 an editorial appeared in Nodong Sinmun

entitled “Let Us Defend the Unity of the Socialist Camp and

Strengthen the Solidarity of the Internationa l Communist

- Movement.” In this treatise North Korea lef t  no doubt as
- to her leanings by making the first explicit defense of the

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) position during the Sino-

Soviet dispute. For her backing of the Chinese in the

I Sino-Indian border clash and the Cuban missile crisis, and

I now this crystal-clear statement of support for the Chinese

position , North Korea paid a heavy price both politically

and economically . Continuously snubbed by the European

Communist parties in late 1962, and in particular the East

I German Party congress in January 1963, North Korea , along

II
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with Albania , was cut adrift from the remainder of the

European Communist world . Further , and even more crucial ,

I generous Soviet economic and military aid programs largely

I came to a ha l t .

Throughout the remainder of 1963 relations between North

I Korea and China continued to be more cordial while those

with the Soviet Union grew more strained. Again symbology

I was an important indicator as articles concerned with the

r Soviet Union had all but disappeared from the pages of

Nodong Sinmun. Delegations between Pyongyang and Peking

must have strained the rail service due to their frequency

between the two capitols. The communique issued af ter a

I f~ high-level Korean delegation to Peking in June laid great

— emphasis on the close ties and similarity of policy outlook

held by the two countries. In september the PRC returned

the visit when a Chinese delegation led by Liu Shao-ch’i

arrived and subsequently issued a communique that rein-

forced the principles of the one issued earlier in June.

L ~ 
1964 marked the high-water point in North Korean-Chinese

J ‘ relations. The January 27 Nodong Sinmun editorial , “Let Us

I Hold High the Revolutionary Banner of National Liberation ”

was a major indictment of the Soviet Union ’s “revisionist”

I policy and an open indication of the views held by the PRC

I 
and the DPRK. Probably the hardest slap directed against

the Soviet Union during the entire campaign was the September

J 7th editorial in Nodong Sinmun, “Why Downgrade the Results

. 1
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of the P’yongyang Economic Conference?” This editorial was

I a rebuttal to a Pravada article that had made disparaging

remarks about an economic conference hosted by North Korea

I for thirty-four Third World nations in June . In the rebuttal

I the Nodong Sinmun editoria l ra ised the rhetor ical question

whether the Soviet Union had given up the anti-imperialist

I struggle , and stressed the idea of the need for each country

to be its own master (in previous years Pyongyang had of ten

I indicted the Soviets for meddling in the internal a f f a i r s

of other Communist parties) . The most s ignificant portion

of the editorial , however , was to minimize the importance

I of Soviet economic assistance to North Korea and assert, in

fact , that the net e f fec t  had been harmful .  The culmination

was a major indictment that the Soviets had earlier engaged

in direct exploitation of North Korea:

In the process of providing assistance in rebuilding
factories , you have sold us facili t ies. .  .and materials
at prices far above those prevailing in the inter-
national market, while taking away from us in return
many tons of gold, huge quan tities of precious metals ,
and other raw materials at prices substantially below

I those prevailing in the international market.

When you talk about the aid you have given us , is it

I not reasonable that you also mention the above fact--
that you took away from us the fruits of our pains-

• taking labor at a time when our life was most

I difficult to bear?

While pursuit of the North Korean independent l:ine in the

early 1960’s as Kim moved the country into closer alignment

with China had carried with it certain elements of satis-

I faction (a greater expression of independent action and a

. • -
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limitation on external intervention in policy decisions , for

I example), it had also had disincentive effects. While the

possibility exists that Kim might have gotten caught up in

• I emotionalism in his attacks on the Soviet Union and in his

I support for the Chinese to some degree , it seems far  more

likely that his moves were carefully calculated to pursue

I the issue of independent determination of national policies

and achieve the greatest degree of autonomy and f reedom of

action permitted by the nation ’s existence in the shadows

of China and the Soviet Union. Kim ’s consistent advocacy

I of independent action provides much of the rationale for

F the ensuing rapproachment with the Soviet Union in late

1964 and early 1965 as a response to what must have been a

• growing realization that a course .,f action continuing along

- the same direction of close identification with China was

I ~ patently disadvantageous in both the short and long term.

The ouster of Khrushchev in October 1964 provided the

occasion for a reconciliation with Moscow. Despite the

I deqree of Kim ’s commitment to Peking, he had never allowed

North Korea “to be totally and irretrievably aligned with

the regime of Mao Tse-tung.”6 The cutoff of Soviet economic

I aid, technical assistance , and military arms had had a

• heavy adverse impact on the growth rate achieved by the

I Seven Year Plan (1961-67) as the North Koreans were forced

I
to allocate large amounts of domestic resources for defense

needs after the adoption of the “military line” in December

I 1962---brought on largely by the reaction to the loss of

-

~ I
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I

I
Soviet prestige during this per iod and the perceived threat

I from south of the 38th Parallel. The Chinese , themselves

heavily burdened by the economic depression resulting from
I the fa i lure  of the Great Leap Forward , were unable to provide

I the levels of material assistance require I by the North

Koreans .

I Addit ional factors favoring reconciliation revolved

around changes on the international scene , advantages that

I would accrue with Soviet support , and Kim ’s egotism.

I Internationally,  Moscow ’s assistance to North Vietnam ’s

“anti-imperialist struggle ” must have been favorably re-

[ ceived by the North Korean regime , while Chinese refusals to

cooperate with the Soviets in aid ing Hanoi took some of the

steam out of the revolutionary fire that China espoused.

Pyongyang also saw possibility of increased support by the

Soviets for its reunification policy in the United Nations,

• I 
a line of action that might further the North Korean cause

by driving a wedge between South Korea and the world at
- I large in an attempt to isolate her , and by continuing ef forts

I to remove the United Nations presence from Korea. Finally ,

Kim , in the pursuit of an independent national line must

I • have been annoyed by recurring outside suggestions that
.~ . U

North Korea , in its ideological alliance with Peking, had

I become a Chinese satellite state.7 Because of these factors,

the move back toward accommodation with the Soviets a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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cardinal fact that P’yongyang ’s oscillating stance in the

I Moscow—Peking quarrel is primarily a function of its per-

ceived self-interest.”8

Accommodation took place as Premier Alexe i Kosygin

I visited Pyongyang in February 1965. Following his visit

relations between the two countries began to wax , while

simultaneously those between Pyongyang and Peking were

decidely on the wane. In May the Soviets agreed to supply

I military assistance to the DPRK . In August, on the

occasion of the celebration of the 20th anniversary of

Korea ’s liberation from Japanese rule , a high-level dele—

I gation to the DPRK led by Presidium of the CPSU (forerunner

of the present-day Politburo) member Aleksandr N. Shelepin

stood out in marked contrast to an undistinguished dele-

— gation from Peking . In July , a month ear lier , a Nodong

Sinmun article on the 27th explicitly criticized the

Chinese language , stating that it reflected backwardness ,

a move hardly calculated to win friends.

I While Pyongyang moved to settle its differences with

I Moscow , Kim also rationalized North Korea ’s mercuric

alliance behavior and made his country ’s position very clear

I on August 12 , 1966. In a Nodong Sinmun editorial, “Let Us

Defend Our Independence ” (often referred to as North Korea’s

I “declaration of independence”) very little was said that

had not been put into print before; however, the timing of

the editorial and the strong stress on the chuch ’e principle

• I



left no doubt of Kim ’s philosophy : “Communists cannot live

I ideologically shackled to anyone.”9 In other words , no

Communist party should interfere in the in ternal af f a irs of

I any other and all must be free to pursue their own goals ,

I 
within the context of the worl d Communist movement, accord-

ing to the principle of chuch ’e--national independence and

I self-determination. This obviously was designed to serve

notice to both Peking and Moscow that “it is impermissible

I for a big party or the party of a socialist country to impose

• --abusing its position--its policy and put pressure on a

small party.... ” Further , “a single center can never give

I unified guidance in the world revolutionary movement.”10

The editorial thus served notice that North Korea would

I brook no interference in its domestic af f a i rs from Pek ing

and Moscow.

I The decline of the Sino-North Korean alliance may have

• I resulted from a number of other factors related to, but not

• necessarily dependant upon , the North Korean decision to

• I reach accommodation wi th the Soviet Union . There seems to

be much validity to the assertion that events in Southeast

I Asi e~ during the 1950’s and 1960’s (and later the 1970’s)

I have served as a barometer for events in North Asia. The

windjnq down of the Ir~dochina conflict with the conclusion

I of the 1954 Indochina accords in Geneva corresponds to a

period in which the DPRK actively sought to ease tensions

• I in Korea as it introduced a plan to accomplish these ends

I at the conference in April-June . Pyongyang ’s plan called

~1i -
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not only for the withdrawal of all foreign troops (a situ—

I ation complicated until the Chinese withdrew at the end of

1958), but for reductions in the armed forces of both Nor th

I and South to 100,000 men or less within a year as well.

I Now, in the early to mid—l960’s, K im was probably ex-

amining not only the actions of the U.S. “imperialists” in

I Southeast Asia , but also trying to discern their ultimate

motives. The increasing American involvement in Laos during

I 1960 and 1961, and then the stepped-up American aid and

I 
participation in Vietnam were undoubtedly major factors that

left doubt in his own mind regarding North Korea ’s security

I at a time when Soviet resolve was being shown to have

questionable underpinnings. Looking to her south, North

I Korea must have had major questions regarding what the new

I 
Park Chung Hee group , backed by their American cohorts,

might be planning. The escalation cf American involvement

I and particularly the U.S. bombing in North Vietnam in late

1965 and early 1966 was viewed by the Chinese as a distinct

threat, and most probably in the same light by the DPRK as

I 
well , particularly as it became obvious that Seoul stood to

benefit greatly as a result of direct participation in

Southeast Asia.11 A di f fe rence of opinion arose between

China and North Korea over how this threat should be met ,

I and this difference led to Pyongyang increasingly siding with

the Soviet position.

The difference revolved around the issue of taking

I
_ tI 
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I
“united action” to oppose U.S. involvement in Southeast

I Asia. China stood firm (for reasons that will be brought out)

behind her position that united action could only be under-

I taken between herself and the Soviet Union after the settle-

ment of ideological differences, whi le the proposal advanced

I Uy Japanese Communist Party (JCP) leader Miyamoto Kenji was

I basically the opposite view--that “united front” action

should be undertaken immediately to come to the aid of the

I North Vietnamese regime and that ideological differences

could be ironed out at a later time. As a result of this

I seeming Chinese intransigence , both the Japanese Communist

r leadership and North Korea, strongly supporting Miyamoto ’s

line, turned away from China and her conditional support

I for North Vietnam; support to come after the settlement of

outstanding ideological differences.

I As alluded to, there were deeper issues at stake than

r simply ideological warf are involved here . Indeed the issues

transcended the ideological polemics of Moscow and Peking

j and penetrated to the depth that Moscow was looking at the

Chinese as a potentially grave threat to the Soviet Union,

I particularly af ter the first Chinese nuclear test two days

af ter Khrushchev ’s ouster. The U.S. bombing campaign against

North Vietnam , iniatiated in February 1965, was a golden

J opportunity for the Soviets to try and undermine and split

the Chinese leadership. Mao, just a month earlier in

January, had publicly predicted that the U. S. would not be-

come heavily involved in Vietnam. Now they were, and to take
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advantage of the situation , Moscow pressed for more vigorous

I Soviet involvement in Vietnamese affairs.

As a result of these developments which had undermined

I Mao ’s aura of infa l l ib i l i ty, an intense foreign policy de-

I bate took place in China as one faction , led by Liu Shao-ch’i

and Teng Hsiao-ping , foresaw war with the United States and

I felt that an accommodation should be reached with the Soviet

Union in order to reequip and modernize the army to meet

I the American challenge. Mao, supported by Lin Piao, fore-

i 
saw no such involvement if the war fare was kept at the lower

levels of the conflict spectrum. Thus Lin Piao ’s September

2, 1965 speech, “Long Live the Victory of the People ’s War ,”

was expression of this philosophy as Mao, backed by the

People ’s Liberation Army (PLA) under Lin , eventually con-

cluded the foreign policy debate in November12with a number
11 of those opposing him dropping out of sight fa i r ly  immed-

I iately, while others such as Liu Shao-ch’i and Teng Hsiao-

ping were purged later during the Cultural Revolution that

j I was just getting underway at this time (and largely as a

result of this debate). Signals to the U.S. that the

$ Chinese did not wish direct involvement in the Vietname se

J war were very carefully laid out first in October when

Chinese Foreign Minister Chen Yi delineated on October 8,

1 1965 the sole criteria under which China would become

I 
militarily involved : “Should the U.S. invade China ’s main-

land, (emphasis added) we will take all necessary measures

I to defeat them . By then , the war will have no boundaries.”13

I I
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I
I A fu rther statement by Chou En-lai in the May 13, 1966 issue

I of Peking Review , “China will not take the initiative to

provoke a war with the U.S.” removed any existing doubts

I that might have remained about Chinese intentions .

A second important factor in North Korea ’s move away

I from China was related to domestic events transpiring in the

I lat ter  country--largely being generated out of this foreign

policy debate . As the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution

I (GPCR) unfolded in its seeming helter-skelter fashion ,

North Korea found itself on the receiving end of broadsides

from Red Guard publications. Beginning in January 1967,

Chinese wall posters accused “fat” Kim Il-sung of slander-

ing China , and sabotaging the Vietnamese struggle and

accused him of being a “counterrevolutionary revisionist ,”

and perhaps worst of all , a “millionaire, and aris t ocrat,

and a leading bourgeois element in Korea.” These exchanges

may have been indications of the personal and ideological

coolness between Mao and Kim , as the latter was not dis-

• I 
posed to pay any attention to Mao ’s “thought” as he care-

fully constructed his own “personality cult.”14 On the

I other hand , they may have been return barbs for the support,

I •f whatever nature, that Kim ’s pushing of the Soviet line

• may have aided Mao ’s enemies in the previous policy dispute

I that split the Chinese leadership. At any rate, such

epithets could be fightin ’ words , and apparently were as

1 clashes , involving reported exchanges of gunfire, took place

I
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in 1968-69 near strategic Mount Paiktu in the Changpai

J 
Mountains region along the Manchurian border)5 In late

1969 , as China emerged from the tumult of the Cultural

I Revolution , Chinese-Korean relations turned drastically for

i the better , while concurrently, Pyongyang ’s relations with

Moscow continued to develop on a satisfactory plane.

[ During the period 1966-68 the North Koreans had con-

sistently sided with the Soviet Union in the ideological

I dispute. On the issue of whether ideological differences or

r solidarity of the socialist camp should take preference

1 (as man ifested by the “united front” dispute) , Pyongyang, as

f already presented , went against the Chinese position and

supported Moscow. Fur ther , publication Df the previously-r
referenced Nodong Sinmun editorial , “Let Us Defend Our

Independence!” was an indirect criticism of alleged Chinese

I big-power chauvinism, and although designed to proclaim to

I both Peking and Moscow North Korea’s independence , it served

at the same time to announce Pyongyang ’s separation from

I the Chinese sphere of implied or real influence and control.

I 
Finally, North Korea ’s immediate and unqualified support of

the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968 was

I “notably inconsistent with its stand on autonomy in intra-

16bloc relations.” This imperative of the “Brezhnev

I Doctrine” was ideologically rationalized in terms of the

I 
need to counter rampant “revisionism” in that European bloc

country.I
I

- 
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I
For her e f for t s  and support North Korea was rewarded by

I the Soviet Union . In February 1967 a high-level North Korean

delegation arrived in Moscow in search of economic and miii-

I tary aid , and af ter  two weeks of bargaining ~emerged with an

I apparently favorable agreement on March 2. While details of

the agreement are iacki~ig, a New York Times article of

1 February 1, 1968 listed the nature and considerable extent

of Soviet arms aid. Further , when the North Koreans

I captured the U.S.S. Pueblo, an American electronic surveil-

I lance ship off Wonson Bay in January 1968, the Russians ex-

pressed almost immediate support, while a lukewarm statement

I of support from the Chinese was four days in coming , and

only af ter the warscare had abated. Finally , the Soviet

Union stepped up the vigor with which it championed the

North Korean cause at the United Nations by campaigningf -
strenuously on Pyongyang’s behal f be fore the General

I Assembly debates on the Korean question in 1967 and 1968

and as Nor th Korea ’s guardian during the debates in the

I Security Council over the Pueblo affair.

While North Korea actively supported the Moscow line

during this period and generally was at odds with the

I Chinese as they were domestically preoccupied wi th the

internal disruptions of the Cultural Revolution , the

I primary motivation was Pyongyang ’s continuing search for

independence of movement in the international arena A

J
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fiftieth anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution in November

I 1967, that the North Korean delegation was led by Ch’oe

I 
Yong-gon, the titular head of state and number two man in

the KWP heirarchy , and not Kim Il-sung personally, appeared

to indicate North Korea ’s desire to stress its genuine in-

dependence . Similarly , North Korea ’s insistence on direct

I negotiations with the United States to effect the release

I 
of the Pueblo ’s crew was indicative of its desire to be seen

by the world as a truly independent , autonomous member of

I the world family of nations , a nation capable of not only

dealing with the world’ s leading power , but one capable of

I bringing it to heel as well.

At the end of the 1960’ s North Korea had come fu l l

I circle in the Communist world: from neutra lity in the de-

I veloping 5m b-Soviet dispute of 1960; to strong alliance

with China from 1962-64; to accommodation with Moscow

I leading to a stance which , although “independent,” was

considerably closer in line with Moscow ’s thinking than

I Peking ’s during the period 1965-69; to a neutralist stance

I once again as the PRC and the DPRK mended their fences in

October 1969 and cemented the relationship when Chou En lai

I visited Pyongyang in April 1970.

The mercuric policy line of North Korea was indicative

I of K im ’s perceptions of where advantages lay in the pursuit

of the DPRX ’s self-interests and his concepts of how to ex-

ploit these advantages. Whether his policies were “right”

I
I • • • 
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or “wrong,” “successes” or “ fa i lures” are hard to empirically

I determine . That North Korea emerged from the period moder-

ately unscathed would mitigate in favor of the proposition

I that they were somewhat successful in the short run. Whether

her behavior may have been inimicable in the long run will

be the subject of fur ther  examination here , and of course

[ will have to be measured by what transpires in the future.

Economic and Military Strategies

The Three Year Plan (1953-56) of economic reconstruction

I and the Five Year Plan ( 1957-61 , shortened to 1960) of

economic development were major milestones for North Korean

economic advancement and furtherance of growing independence

from Soviet suzerainty over the economy. During the period

f ! of the Three Year Plan the industrial growth rate was

estimated at 41.7%, while that of the Five Year Plan was

36.6%. It seemed at the conclusion of the Five Year Plan

• 
I in 1960 , successfully completed a fu l l  year ahead of schedule ,

• that giant strides were being made in achieving the estab-

I lishment of a

. . .[P ]yramida l  industrial structure similar to that
which had emerged in Japan in the course of that
nation ’s spectacular economic development. At the• I na tional level , large-scale industrialization , pri-
marily in the heavy industry sector, would continue
at maximum speed and in highly concentrated form ,
underwritten by generous state investment. At the
local level , the deve lopment of a myriad of small
and medium industries would be encouraged , indus-

H tries concentrating upon the production of consumer
goods , dependent upon local resources ~~d labor andI requiring little or no capitalization .
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r
Like the Soviet mode l , the North Koreans maintained a tight

centralization of basic planning for resource , manpower and

capital allocation . The successes of the Five Year Plan had

created an optimistic mood for fu r the r  deve l opment and

economic expans ion , hardly the prevailing situation at hand

in the China of 1960.

The new Seven Year Plan was launched in 1961 a f t e r  an

initial period of “readjustment” and “balancing actions.’

Major emphasis of the plan were placed on achievement of

two primary goals: raising the living standards of the

population , and expanding the industrial base by inducing

a significant technological revolution . The plan was

divided into two periods , 1961-63 and 1964-67. During the

first period effort would be concentrated on state invest-

ment in light industry , agriculture and marine production

to increase the peoples’ livlihood . During the second

four—year period , the stress would be placed on the heavy

industrial effort.

The careful ly mapped—out program received extensive

modification in late 1962 , however , because of the effects

of external developments . The May 1961 coup in the S~ uth ,

the Cuban missile crisis and the Sino-Indian conflict with

the attendant mistrust of Russia ’s motivations a’id relia-

bility as an ally eventually resulted in the ad3ption of

the so—called “military line.” At the Fifth Plenum of the

KWP ’s Central Committee in December 1962 a foreign policy

I



1
I dispute began to sha pe up within the leadersh ip as disparate

I views on economic development strategy as it related to for-

eign policy implementation came into contention . The mili-

I tan t line had begun to become apparent a year earlier when

I 
Kim spoke to the KWP ’s Fourth Congress in September . At

that time he described the horrible conditions in the South

and exhorted the people of that state to carry on the anti-

imperialist, anti-feudal struggle. Now, in late 1962, there

I had erupted this strong debate between a predominan tly

military group who saw great danger of an attack by South

Korea backed by the U.S. and who favored a close alliance

- with the Soviet Union in order to modernize and professional-

~ H
ize the North Korean army. A second group , with predom-

. 1 inantly Party a f f i l i ations , opposed expansion of the defense

forces and pressed for broad-based economic development . In

broad external characteristics , the policy debate taking

place in Pyongyang and the general makeup of the two groups

was not unlike similar debates that took place in China in

J 1959 and again in 1965. In the North Korean case, Kim

apparently adopted a neutral stance , managing and coordin-

1 ating this debate--though explicitly rejecting proposals to

back Moscow in the Sino-Soviet schism.2° Wi th the fall  of
H Khrushchev, the intensification of the war in Vietnam

(particularly as the U.S .  bombing of the North impressed

the North Koreans with their own vulnerability to such

II attack) and the involvement of U.S.-maintained ROK forces

1
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I in that conflict, Kim apparent ly,  however , moved towards

I more of a compromise policy that increased the emphasis on

de fense--a move that had immediate impact on the conduct and

I structuring of the Seven Year Plan. From early 1963 , as the

plan was initially modified to meet the perceived threats

I emanating out of the events of 1962 , but before the inten-

i 
sification in Vietnam , the phrase, “walking on two legs,”

I now had the new connotation of equal emphasis on economic

and mili tary development ; heretofore it had meant the

• 
development of industry simultaneously with agriculture .

The Seven Year Plan had originally called for an

annual average increase in total industrial product of 18%;
- however , after growth rates of 14% in 1961, 17% in 1962,

11 20% in 1963 and 17% in 1964 ,21 the economy slowed drastically

as a serious setback occurred in the 1965—66 period. The

strains of trying to maintain an unrealistically high sus-

tam ed growth rate over such a long period undoubtedly was
ti a major factor , particularly with the strains imposed by

I the large allocations into the defense sector. Additionally ,

harvests below the officially indicated figures , raw materials

I problems , shortage of fuels and electrical power , lagging

I coal production and the rupture with the Soviet Union cutting

of f the prime North Korean source for machinery , spare parts

I and technical assistance were additional causative factors.

The problems were serious and precipitated a second intense

I internal political debate.
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The debate within  the North Korean leadership at the

I KWP ’s “Representatives’ Conference ” in October 1966 apparent-

ly revolved around the issue of reexamining current policies

I with an eye to reducing the target goals to more realistic

levels. Those who advocated this line were soon labeled

• with charges of being “negativist,” “conservative ,” and

“ revisionist.” At the roots of the controversy can be per-

ceived a close parallel with the Chinese leadership debate

after the Great Leap, that of “ at least implicit  questioning

of the Place Politics in Command thesis , with critics urging

a greater reliance upon rational economic objectives.”22

The ouster in March 1967 of more than a hundred leading

moderates , coupled with “ on-the—spot personal guidance ”

trips by Kim to mines and factories “provided an occasion

for the working people throughout the country to shatter

passiveness and conservatism, and e f f ec t  a new upsurge . ” 23

Also, at the October conf erence , the Seven Year Plan was

extended by three years to 1970, in order to allow for a

I larger allocation of resources to the de fense sector. It

was also a tacit admission oi an economy plagued by signifi-
I, 

cant problems.

I By early 1968 the economy had begun to move again to-

wards recovery . Internal reorganization coupled with re-

J sumed Soviet economic aid were major factors. Soviet a~.d

played a major par t in the latter phase of the Seven Year

I Plan as the Russians assisted in the completion of fifty

major enterprises24 and supplied significant military aid .

Ii I
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As a result, Kim was able to boast of a growth rate of 17%

I in 1967 (after a rate of —3% in 1966). Additionally,  the

agricultural growth rate for the 1961-67 period showed an

I average growth of 3 ~~ 
25 The economy , in spite of slow-

downs caused by economic dislocations, shortages , and labor

and manageme nt problems , had made a respectable recovery and

F significant progress .

The growing strength of the North Korean economy was

I continuously being sapped by the pressing defense needs. At

the Central Committee plenary session in December 1962 when

1 the “mili tary line ” was adopted , the decision was made not

only to strengthen the North Korean defensive capability ,

but more , placed the nation on a virtual war footing that

eventually transformed the nation into a highly-integrated

garrison state . While doing this Kim eyed the possibility
1 of furthering a revolutionary struggle in South Korea

j similar to the one being waged in South Vietnam. With the

U.S. becoming increasingly involved in that ef fort, the

I possibility of developing a second guerrilla front offered

~ i 
strong possibilities for bringing about a reuni fication of

the nation. The developing economic strength of the South

I Korean nation seemed to make imperative an increase in the

pace of Pyongyang ’s timetable for conquest of the South--

f I the longer she waited the more difficult would be the

ultimate conquest as North Korea ’s potential appeal dimin-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~



I
(relative to the amounts of aid Pyongyang was receiving from

I Moscow ) U. S. aid , was outstr ipping the North ’s economy , an

economy that was heavily burdened wi th  high levels of defense

I spending .

The domestic cost of the continued military effort was

exacting a heavy price in North Korea . Between 1967 and

1970 the DPRK spent an ave rage of 20% of its budget on

defense , one of the highest levels in proportion to popu-

} j~ lat ion in the world .26 In terms of GNP , the percentage

spent for mil i tary purposes in 1968 , as an example , was

17.4% , or at a rate roughly four times greater than the

percentage expended by South Korea on defense27 (from

domestic sources). This tremendous slice of the national

I ~ 
budget devoted to propagation of the military sector was no

doubt a major factor in bringing about a shift in North

Korean policy towards moderation in the 1969-70 time period ,28

particularly in view of the negligible results being achieved

while engaged in the pursuit of this policy.

j The meeting of the “Representatives ’ Conference ” in

October 1966, which it may be recalled had de’-eloped into a

j significant debate over economic issues, was originally held

I to create an operational plan for further military develop-

ment in the North and the creation of a viable revolutionary

I effort  in the South . Kim ’s desire , as always , was to expel

“the American imperialist aggressors” from Korean soil, and

I likewise dispose of “their lackeys” in Seoul. To accomplish

I
1
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I

these aims infiltration of the South and subversion efforts

I were drastically increased in number and ferocity. In 1967

the U.N. Command in Seoul reported a ten-fold increase over

I the previous year in s ignif icant  incidents along the De-

• militarized Zone (DMZ) and in South Korea proper.29 The

culmination of this activity was the 31—man North Korean

commando raid on Park Chung Hee ’s Presidential mansion ( the

Blue House) in a dramatic assasination attempt on January
r

21, 1968. Overshadowing this event (at least in American

— eyes) two days later was the North Korean capture of the
I 

Pueblo. On April 15, 1969 , a year later , an American EC-l21
-- reconnaisance a i rcraf t  was shot down in international waters

off the North Korean coast , and in August a U .S .  helicopter

was shot down in the DMZ , although the crew was subsequently

released.

North Korean bellicosity had reached a high point and

[ was probably designed to accomplish a number of purposes.3°

First, the guerrilla actions in the South could inflict

I direct damage on the South and have disincentive ef fects

on foreign investment. Second , structuring a constant

climate of military threat coupled with nationalistic

I appeals , and emphasizing the sacrifices of those fighting

• for “ freedom” in the South , provided a rationale for con-

I tinued sacrifice for workers and peasants in the North.

I 
Third , an active and effective guerrilla campaign against

the Park Chung Hee regime might well create a climate of

I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 
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fear and political uncertainty that ultimately might under-

I mine t !i ’ t  regime . And fourth , continued violence in the

South would insure that Park ’s government would realize that

I to undertake any further direct assistance in the Vietnam

conflict by increasing troop levels in that theater above

the nearly 50,000 already committed could only be undertaken

I by jeopardizing its own security at home. In this way Kim

Il-sung was not only furthering his own objective of reunifi-

I cation , but was also providing direct support to Ho Chi Minh ’s

cause by tying down South Korean troops at home that might

otherwise be deployed to Southeast Asia if the United States

chose to employ them. The advocacy of the “united front”

policy , taken in this light, indicates not only initiation

of direct assistance to the Vietnamese e f fort, but the in-

direct benefits that would accrue through the creation of a

second front in Korea , an effort that would dilute U.S.

strength and tie down South Korean forces at home. The

bellicose line directed towards the United States, certainly

I keeping in line with North Korean hate for the American

J presence , decidedly was a gamble that the United States

would not take drastic counter action , but perhaps less

I risky than otherwi se might have been the case , given the

massive U.S.  involvement in Indochina , particularly in the

J 1968—69 period.

I 
The actions of the North did , however, have serious

counter-productive results. First, the stepped-up military

I activity against the South , highlighted by the commando

-s 
~~~~~~~ 
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I raid , the Pueblo, and EC-l2 1 incidents in particular , in-

I creasingly gave the DPRK a reputation for reckless ,

irrational behavior tha t considerably hur t her capabil ity

I to gain support abroad . This was to have considerable import

during the 1970’ s as she sought support among the Third

I World nations and in her search for support in United Nations

I 
actions . Highly important , too , was Moscow ’s reaction to the

downing of the EC-l21. Soviet assistance to the U.S. in

I searching for survivors served to place notice before the

North Koreans that the Soviet Union patently disapproved of

I the action.

Secondly , the e f for t s  to disrupt the South ’ s economy

~ 
we re obvious fai lures as the rate of growth continued to

rapidly expand and foreign investment mushroomed . For ex-

ample, the average annual growth rates of real GNP rose 8 . 4 %

in 1967, 1.31% in 1968 and 15.5% in 196931 as the economy

boomed. The second Five Year Plan that began in 1967 showed

~ 1 32p an overall ra te of growth of 12.7% for the years 1967-69.

I Foreign investment during the period climbed rapidly as U.S.

and Japanese investors in particular continued to provide

I financial inputs for capitalization. Between 1965 and 1970,

for example , Japanese loans and grants had increased in
U 

amount from $45.9 million in the former year to $165.6 million

I in the latter, while by 1975 the figure would be well over
• 33the half-billion dollar mark.

I Finally, these actions of the North Koreans triggered

an increased drive to modernize and strengthen the ROE forces.
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I Immediately af ter the Pueblo inciden t President Johnson

I pledged $100 million in special mil i tary  aid to South Korea

and dispatched former Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance to

South Korea to reaffirm the U.S. commitment to defend Korea.

Modernization of the Korean forces serving in Vietnam was

but the first step of a modernization program of ROE forces

f that would beg in in the early 1970’ s. The end result of the

North Korean aggressive actions , then , served to further

entrench the U.S. presence in South Korea and the American

commitment , and also brought on reports in November 1970

that the U.S. had pledged $750 million for a program to

modernize South Korean forces, a move that would significant-
- ly increase their capabilities and strength relative to the

North Korean forces.

The f i rs t  indications of a shi ft in policy could be

discerned at the end of 1968 and in early 1969. At this

- time approximately a dozen high-ranking military officials

closely associated with the North ’ s militan t posturing were

I dismissed--virtually the whole top mil i tary command .

In a move to lower North Korea’s dangerous warlike profile ,

I revolutionaries in the South were served notice that hence-

I forth they would be primarily on their own to foster the

r3volution in that region:

The oppressed and exploited masses can win freedom
and emancipation only through their own revolutionary
struggle. Therefore, the South Korean revolution must

I in all situations be ma9 by the South Korean people
on their own initiative . ~

I
I
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• I This November 1970 statement at the F i f th  KWP Congress thus

I spelled out that the North would only be “obligated” to

assist af ter  the revolution had begun.

I The concrete results in Pyongyang ’s changing policy was

I 
a sharp drop-off in subversive activity directed towards the

South start ing in 1969 and continuing in 1970 and 1971 .

I Despite the North Korean policy shift, defense spending re-

mained high through 1971 as it reached a height of roughly

1 30% of the budget,36 and then dropped off thereafter to 17%

in 1972.~~ It was with this shif t from an extremely belli-

I cose foreign policy approach to a more moderate line that

the decade of the 1960’s came to an end.

- 
The Non-Communist Challenge

During the 1960’ s a new international relationship

revolving around the Korean peninsula began to take form.

The triangular relationship of the Soviet Union , China , and

I the United States, as each interacted with its client

states, began to undergo change as a resurgent Japan began

~
•

• I to make itself felt with increasing weight throughout the

I course of the decade. The nature of that presence, the

development of a four-power relationship with Korea as the

r I focal-point and common juncture, has had great impact in

Japan’s developing relationship with South Korea, and in

I the nature of the U.S.-Japanese relationship as well.

I Against the background of a colonial past and talks

initially begun in April 1952 to settle differences between

I

I 
r
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the two nations , South Korea and Japan finally achieved a

I normal ization in relations as a treaty , agreements and re-

lated documents were signed on June 22, 1965 . The success—

I ful conclusion of this Treaty of Basic Relations was made

I possible after the impasse between the strongly anti-

Japanese Syngman Rhee regime was overthrown in April 1960

I and eventually replaced after an interim period by the Park

Chung Hee regime after the military “revolt of the colonels”

I in May 1961. Prior to the Japanese rat if icat ion of this

treaty , Prime Minister Sato in a policy speech be fore the

50th Special Session of the Diet in October 1965 made the

• J following points in regard to the Treaty: first , that the

treaty between the two countries would form the bas is of a

-• 
new era of coopera tion and prosperity ; and second, that

charges to the ef fec t  that this treaty would develop into a

- military alliance had no substance whatsoever , given the

letter and spirit of the Japanese consitution.

The growing union between the Republic of Korea and

Japan were to have many effects. First, and extremely im-

I 
portant to North Korea, the Seoul-Tokyo axis developing in

the wake of the 1965 normalization treaty was characterized

I by strong economic ties with far-reaching implications.

• Second, the bilateral American alliances in North Asia ,

I characterized by the Security Treaty with Japan (ratified

in 1960) and the Mutual Defense Treaty with South Korea

1 (ratified in 1954) were now augmented and strengthened 
asI
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I a de facto alliance , albeit primarily economic in form , was

I now being forged to construct a third side in the relation-

ship that heretofore had been but two relatively mutually

I exclusive pacts.

Growing Japanese investment in Korea , continuing despite

I the North ’s attempts to disrupt the South ’s economy and

intimidate foreign investors, was becoming an instrumental

factor in the rapid economic development in the South.

This rapid economic progress had the effect of further ex-

acerbating the economic dissimilarities between the two

- halves of the Korean peninsula and hence , the possibility

r of reunification . Ironically, it was during the very
- period that the DPRK was reaching the high point of its

:‘ attempts to maximize its policy of self-reliance that the

Southern regime was becoming more heavily dependent on

Tokyo . Throughout the remainder of the decade , as Japan

and South Korea drew closer together , North Korea had be-

come markedly hostile to the Japanese government and more

j  shrill in her denouncements of a perceived resurgence of

Japanese militarism and economic neocolonialism in South

I Korea. The growing power of this Seoul-Tokyo pact was un-

I doubtedly a common denominator of the revived Peking-

Pyongyang friendship in late 1969 and early 1970, as

I evidenced by Kim Il-sung’s statement to Chou En-lai in

• April 1970: “Should U.S. imperialism and Japanese imperial—

1 ism...dare to launch a new adventuresome war of aggression
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I again , then the Korean people...together with the Chinese

I people [will] fight against the enemy to the end. ” 38 For

both China and North Korea the spector of a rearmed Japan

I was a possibility that neither liked to comtemplate either

for historical reasons or for the possible threat such a

• vast economic power could potentially generate if coupled

I with expanded mili tary capabil i ty—-part icularly the acqui-

sition of nuclear weapons . Additionally, as the Seoul—Tokyo

I link solidified , strong fears were apparent in both Communist

capitols that South Korea was quickly being drawn into a

J Japanese sphere of influence . These fears received

credibility with issuance of the Nixon—Sato Communique in

November 1969 which proclaimed Korea to be “essential to

~ j Japan ’s own security.”

The growing alignment of South Korea and Japan had

beneficial aspects for the United States. Japan , which had

been a vital rear base (and still was), had now become a
11

vital factor in South Korea ’s growth development and

I security as well. With heavy infusions of aid and invest-

ment capital into South Korea , Japan was assuming the previous

I U.S. economic role in South Korea. Thus, as the North

I Koreans perceived the situation , the growing Japanese economic

influence was a direct threat for two major reasons: the dir-

I ect threat posed by an economically strong South Korea, and

the growing possibility that~ in the long run the Nor th’ s

I ability to effect a reunification would become increasingly

1
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more difficult to engineer because of Japan ’s growing

I economic stakes in South Korea , a stake that would probably

encourage the Japanese to try and influence events in order

I to maintain the status quo . As a result , “Japanese activities

in Korea are thus an integral part of the problem ,” 39 partic-

I ularly the North Korean problem of how to achieve reunification .

i Throughout the decade , as the North Koreans looked at the

situation , it was the U . S .  presence in the South and the

I support of the Southern regime that remained the greatest ob-

stacle to a successful reunification effort. On the other

hand , President Park had continuously fought to insure that

the U . S .  presence would not only remain , but remain undimin—

ished. Thus , he had reacted strongly against any indications

• of a reduction the American commitment , and as Mr. Morton

Abramowitz points out in Moving the Glacier, the improved

11 military capability that allowed the ROK to commit 2 1/3

divisions to Vietnam starting in 1965 could at least partially

be viewed as a substitution of Korean forces in that conflict

in order to insure that the U.S. commitment in South Korea

- 

would remain a credible deterrent to any North Korean attempt

to reunify  the country by force .4° Addit ionally , the Korean

decision to send troops also resulted in modernization of

1! these forces , battle experience , and significant economic

• benefits to the nation .

The increased bellicosity of the North Koreans, pointedly

II manifested during the Pueblo incident in 1968 and the downing

I
_ _ _ ______________ —~—~~‘-——‘ __I__ _ 
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I of the EC-12l a year later , were the high points of the anti-

I American efforts. Whether these incidents occured as a re-

sult of North Korean policy , or as a result of the policy

which has continuously in f l a med ha t red of the “America n im-

I 
perialists ” since the Korean War , is s t i l l  unclear .  No

matter whether either or both incidents were centrally-

I initiated or whether they were local , independent manifes-

tations of anti—Americanism , the end result was the same :

a U.S. presence which had been relatively static was

suddenly and significantly strengthened , and a major plan to

modernize ROE military forces was quickly forthcomiricT . For
- all the reasons discussed earlier , these anti-American

• lashes , probably born out of the frustration engendered by

the U.S . design to prevent reunif icat ion of the Korean

peninsula by direct action of the DPRK , seem to have had

strong counterproductive effects , in the long run more than

offsetting whatever limited gains had been achieved in the

II short run (e . g . ,  an “ego tr ip” for Kim Il-sung , propaganda

• 
J 

victories , a temporary strain of the U.S . -ROK relationship

in the wake of the Pueblo incident and whatever intelligence

1 gains that may have been realized in the capture of ship,

equipment and documents) .
I At the end of the decade North Korea ’s goal of reunt—

I fy ing the Korean nation seemed more remote than ever.

Efforts to subvert the South through infiltration and

I attempts to spark a guerrilla war had been extremely un-

successful as South Korea followed a policy of defense

-~ 
I —~~~~~~~~
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I
rather Ui ~ ~~~~

- a l ia  ion . Strong internal security actively

aided by a - -~~~i 1 i t  ion that would not support the North ’s

guerrilla movement spelled its disaster. More, the normal-

ization of relations between South Korea and Japan had re-

sulted in the infus ion of tremendous amoun ts of aid and

investment capital for economic development. The growing

economic integration of these two nations threatened to

make even more remote the possibility of reunif ication as

the South ’s economy surged well ahead of that of the North ,

and Japan ’s attendant investment would probably incline her

to support the maintenance of a status quo situation.

Finally, the U.S. presence had not been disposed of, and in

fact since the events of 1968 and 1969 , had been considerably

strengthened. These events had also highlighted the con-

dition of the ROK forces with the fur ther  disincentive effect

of galvanizing American support for their modernization .

• Pyongyang ’s change to a more moderate policy line could

scarcely achieve less positive result in the future .

I
I I
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I
CHAPTER 3

The Years 1970-76

• 
I 

Nor th Korea and Communist Bloc Poli tics

Chinese Premier Chou En-lai’s assessment of the world

I situation be fore the Fourth National People ’ s Congress in

I January 1975 could well have been a characterization of the

situation prevailing in the Far East in the first half decade

I of the 1970’s. “The present international situation ,” he

said , “is still characterized by great disorder under heaven ,

I a disorder which is growing greater and greater .”1 During

no other similar period of modern Asian history , perh aps,

had such significant events taken place that stood to alter

• I the international order in that part of the world .

Within the Communist world “great disorder” had pre-

I vailed as it appeared that China an d the Soviet Union might

I in fact go to war in 1969. The reported Chinese-initiated

armed incident that took place on the small island of

~ I 
Damansky (or , which the Chinese call Chen-pao) in the frozen

Ussuri River on March 2, 1969 brought about a full-scale

I Soviet reprisal on March 15 in which hundreds of troops

I 
were reported killed or wounded.2 Following these military

actions Soviet spokesmen on a number of occasions alluded

I to the possible need to engage China with nuclear weapons.3

By August the situation had deteriorated to the point where

I war seemed near at hand, at least to some outside observers.

Whatever the motivations of either the Chinese or Russian
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actions , the apparent certainty was that this period saw the

I most severe crisis of the Sino—Soviet schism , a rift that had

not only split the Communist world , but now brought it to

I the brink of at least part ial  self—destruction.

The growing Soviet threat to China , personified in the

I growing strength of Russian military forces along the 9700-

I mile Chinese-Soviet border was made more real by the 1968

Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia , carried out under the

I subsequent label of the “Brezhnev Doctrine.” These events

were no doubt major factors inf luencing Mao ’s decision to

I bring the still—incomplete Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution to a close in 1968 and begin the active process

of seeking rapproachment with the United States as a

tactical counter to the Soviet threat.4 At the same time ,

- -  
the emergence of a new crisis period in the Ch inese leader-

ship in late 1968 and early 1969, as Mao and Chou En-lai

sought to effect this shif t in Chinese foreign policy toward

accommodation with the United States and were opposed by

f portions of the military establishment (personified by Lin

Piao) and radical leaders like Mao’s wife , Chiang Ching, and

I her protoge Yao Wen-yuan, again brought China to a dangerous

point as a divided domestic leadership faced an ominous ex-

ternal threat. If Mao and Chou precipitated the border

J clash of March 2, 1969 in a move to maintain political con—

• trol and highlight the Soviet threat, as at least one

I analyst has maintained,5 then the internal threat to their

I
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continued leadership mus t have been viewed at least as

I grave as the external Soviet threat .

The late-l968 decision of Mao and Chou to pursue a

I policy aimed at reconciliation with the United States moved

I 
forward despite internal opposition . The Chinese in

January 1970 announced their willingness to resume ambassa-

I dorial talks in Warsaw , after aborting them the previous

February . In February 1970 the two sides met and a second

I session was scheduled to be held in May. After the U.S.

invasion of Cambodia in April it appears , however , that

Lin Piao , never in agreement with Mao ’s decision to improve

relations with the United States , was successful in persuad—

-~~ ing Mao to cancel this May meeting and make instead a series

of conciliatory gestures toward the Soviets .6 This move

• - to block further  attempts to reach accord with the United

States was reversed following the Second Plenum of the

Nin th Party Congress in August 1970 as Maoist forces gained

decisive advantage over Lin , and in December Mao apparently

I felt that his position was strong enough to be able to extend

I an invitation to President Nixon to visit China--an invitation

- 
that was formally presented the following July when Secretary

~ 1 of State Kissinger was in Peking. Concurrent with the chang-

ing outlook toward improving relations with the U.S. was a

I similar change in outlook toward Japan, a topic that will

i be dis::s::: ia::: . 

the real possibility that the Chinese
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and the Soviets might go to war in mid-1969 carried weighty

I implications. On-going clashes with the Chinese along the

Korean-Manchurian border during the same period that the

I Chinese and Russians were simi larly engaged coul d have been

interpreted by the Chinese as active Korean support of, and

• possible collusion with, the Soviets--a definite threat to

North Korean independ - s and a situation which could serve

to deepen a split with the Chinese to a level not desired by

either nation . Simi lar ly ,  were the Chinese and Soviets to

to to war , there was no reason to believe that such a con-

f l ic t  could necessarily be confined to their own respective

territories. Conceivably , combat action could spill over

into Korea, and with the current Nor th Korean lineup wi th

I the Soviets, a long border with China and the possibility

• of warfare with that nation , a drastically serious situ—

ation could quickly develop. Involvement in an internecine

Communist conflict would not only pit one Communist party

against another in this ultimately decisive action , but

could threaten North Korea in ultimate terms by threatening

J 

~ 

both her political and her economic independence should her

developing economy and growing industrial base be damaged

• I or destroyed in such a period of conflict. Finally,

there was the continuing perceived threat from the South

J posed by the ROE and their U.S. allies. With both of North

I 
Korea ’s patrons engaged in a head-to-head butting contest,

there was considerable doubt that one, or both, would be

/* . I

I
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either inclined or able to come to Pyongyang ’s aid should

I a situation develop that required outside backing or support.

Apparently this lack of security was a major factor in the

• I decision to abandon the “military line ” of bellicose militant

confrontation policies in favor of a more subtle moderate

policy line in the 1969-70 period .

I It was probably with considerable relief to both sides

that a reconciliation between China and North Korea took

f place late in 1969. For the Chinese , continued conflict

with the North Koreans along their common borde r was not

only a dangerous distraction from the much more serious

situation along the Sino-Soviet borde r , but was a contin-

uing element of alienation as well; an alienation that could

J lead to a Soviet presence along this border also , par-

I 
ticularly if open hostilities should break out. The

termination of the border clashes in this area and the

I ensuing lessening of tensions between China and North

Korea coincided with the border talks between the Chinese

I and the Russians that began in October 1969 as these two

states sought to ameliorate the tense situation there.

I The visit of North Korean President Choe Yong—gon to Peking

I for the 20th anniversary of the founding of the People ’s

Republic of China on October 1, 1969 was a signal of the

I breakthrough in the action of reconciliation, as the

North Koreans reportedly won concessions on the disputed

I territory in the Paiktu-san region and negotiated a new
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trade pact calling for annual transactions totaling $120

I million . It was a telling occasion to indicate that the

troubled revolutionary period of the GPCR, during which the

I “respected and beloved” Comrade Kim Il-sung had been vilified

r by the slanderous accusations and characterization, for ex-

ample , as a “fat revisionist,” had been terminated and

normal state—to-state relations reestablished.

Chou En-lai ’s visit to Pyongyang from April 5-7, 1970,

his first to a foreign nation after the Cultural Revolution ,

marked the occasion of renewed warm relations between the

two nations , with fur ther  new Chinese military and~ economic

assistance commitments to North Korea. Chinese terrttorial

claims were quietly dropped later in 1970,8 quite probably

as a result of this visit. The “re—neutralization ” of

North Korea not only removed the elements of conflict be-

tween the two nations, but also served as a counter to

Soviet inroads in their grand attempt to form a cordon

sanitaire around China in line with Brezhnev ’s Asian

• I Collective Security proposal.

This proposal , f i rs t  advanced in an Izvestiia article

I in May , was expounded briefly at the end of Brezhnev ’s

i speech on June 8, 1969 at the World Conference of Communist

Parties held in Moscow, when Brezhnev simply noted that “we

~ I 
believe the course of events is also placing on the agenda

the task of creating a system of collective security in

~~ Asia.” This Asian Collective Security proposal allegedly
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I was designed to counter Western imperialist forces (partic-

I ularly the U . S .  and potentially Japan) ; but , despite Soviet

protestations to the contrary, it was viewed by the Chinese

I as a thinly-disguised Soviet attempt to isolate and surround

I China . In concept, as the Chinese looked at this proposal ,

there seemed to be little difference between Brezhenev ’s

1 ideas of containing “Maoist hegemonism” and the earlier U.S.

“containment” policy , “ a [Soviet] bid to create an Asian

I united front against China.”9

On the other side of the coin , as Moscow looked at the

Asian situation , she saw the real possibility that a coa—

I 
lition of all the powers of real consequence in East Asia

might be forming. With Peking steadily moving toward

I accommodation with Washington (largely as a result of the

perceived Soviet threat) , it seemed entirely possible that

I a united front of Asian nations, backed by Washington ,

migh t be fashioned and its actions directed against the

Soviet Union . A union of the united States , China and Japan ,

with South Korea, the Philippines and Taiwan linked to the

United States , could present a formidable challenge to

I Soviet policy and objectives. Therefore, Soviet strategy

I 
in the Far East and South Asia would revolve “around the

• objective of forestall ing the actual creation of such a

I group...or of breaking it up were it to material ize.” 10

A Chinese response to the Soviet effort to forg. a

I “united front” collective security system has been p reon-

if ied in the phrase “big-nation hegemony” which appeared in

I - •
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I a People ’s Daily editorial on January 23 , 1971. Hegemony,

I according to Chinese usage, “‘means expansion of power

politically and economically , and exercise of control.’” 21

I One of the basic tenets of Chinese foreign policy has been

to reject this concept of hegemonic intent, both by dis-

I claiming it as a Chinese objective , and by seeking its re—

jection by other powers , third countries , or groups of

nations. The Shanghai Communique of February 1972 was the

first instance of its acceptance as the U.S. and PRC stated

.4 that “neither should seek hegemony in the Asia-Pacific

I region and each is opposed to efforts by any other country

r or group of countries to establish such hegemony .”12 Con-

tinuing Chinese ef for t s  to win acceptance of this principle ,

~~
• I particularly in the negotiations with Japan to conclude a

peace treaty , evidence the importance the Chinese have

I attached to this political maneuver as a counter to Soviet

incursions in the Far East which are designed to foster the
I collective security concept.

I Since the Chinese perceived this Asian Collective

Security proposal as primarily directed against them , and have

~ I subsequently refused to support it for both practical and

I ideological reasons , other Asian Communist nations holding to

a neut ral line (in particular North Korea and North Vietnam)

I were thus forced into a noncommital stance vis—a-vis the

proposal. The USSR , to avoid creating a situation that would

I force these neutralist Communist parties to take sides, care-

fully refrained from extending explicit invitations or

I
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requesting public endorsements from North Korea, North

I Vietnam and Mongolia, while these nations in turn studiously

remained mute on the entire issue)-3 This Moscow decision

• I not to push the neutral parties into a show of loyalty seems

I
to have been justified on the basis that full—fledged de-

fense treaties or military assistance pacts already existed

and that inclusion of these nations could not only be

counterproductive by possibly pushing them into closer

I alignment with Peking, but would also serve to dilute Moscow ’s

r power, influence and singular control over a developing

collective security system if that system were formed along

t traditional collective pact lines wherein each member would

have veto power over collective response)4 In short , Moscow

viewed the current alliance arrangements with these nations

to be sufficient  “proof” of their support with no real

desire to put them into a position that might di sprove this

supposition. Thus, the USSR was tacitly currying the

support of these nations , or at least going out of its way

( to keep from pushing them in any undesired political

direction .

I The reestablishment of North Korea along the middle road

between China and the USSR was a situation that neither

probably liked, but which was mutually viewed as preferable

J to North Korea allying with the other. As the Soviets did

.•t push the Pyongyang regime to support its Asian Collective

I ~~ciarity proposal , neither did the Chinese (on the surface
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at least) seek to have Pyongyang actively support Chinese

I moves and actions directed against the Soviet Union . The

tone of the Chinese line was strongly anti-Japanese as

I Chou , while visiting Pyongyang in April 1970, emphasized

I to Kim the growing Japanese role in South Korea, albeit

still predominantly economic , and capitalized on the im-

I plications of the 1969 Nixon-Sato Communique , predicting the

rise of Japanese militarism and another attempt to form a

I Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. Chou ’s strong de-

nunciations of the Japanese , no doubt designed to take ad-
J vantage of a scheduled trip by Soviet President Podgorny

1 to Japan , and Kim Il-sung ’s anti-Japanese statements
- 

(quoted earlier in part) were but precursors of even

I stronger anti—Japanese and anti—American state~nents in

June 1970 in connection with the twentieth anniversary of

I the outbreak of the Korean War , an occasion that coincided

I with the current crisis as U.S. troops moved into Cambodia,

and the second renewal of the U.S.-Japanese security

I treaty.

I 
The announcement in July 1971 that the Chinese had ex-

tended an invitation to President Nixon to visit China the

I following spring foreshadowed a significant change in the

political milieu of North Korea and its strategic cal—

~
• I culations. The development of a Sino-American detente,

paralleling in many respects a similar growing Soviet-

• I American detente , was certain to have created doubts in
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Pyongyang regarding China ’s resolve to continue to challenge

I the imperialist camp in the continuing war of ideologies be-

tween East and West. More , it was a direct threat to her

t I security ,  and was seen as a telling blow against the DPRX ’s

efforts to achieve reunification of the Korean peninsula.

Evidently to allay these fears, the Chinese went to great

I lengths to reassure Kim Il-sung that the accommodation with

the United States would not endanger North Korea either

I directly or indirectly .

In actions expressing direct support for North Korea ,

China actively made explicit its backing for Pyongyang. In
- 

July 1971 both countries celebrated the tenth anniversary

of the Sino—Korean alliance . In an interview on August 5

I with U.S. newspaperman James Reston , Chou En-lai made a

number of strong stateme nts concerning possible Japanese
• cxpansion into Korea and the implications of such expansion.15

II 
Perhaps most significant, the two nations entered into an

agreement signed on September 6 for Chinese military aid to

the DPRK , the first such agreement for some fifteen years.

The 1971 anniversary celebration marking China ’s entry

1 into the Korean War on October 25 was considerably more sub-

I dued than the June 25 celebration commemorating the start of

that war, however, symbolically indicating the prime im-
- J portance attached to the improvement of relations with the

I 
United States. Additionally , the crucial vote on the

• Albanian resolution the same day (probably not a coincidence)
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‘ I over the issue of the PRC ’s admittance into the United

I Nations was a further factor calling for restraint. Follow-

ing the PRC ’s admission to the U.N., Deputy Foreign Minister

I • Chiao Kuan-hua, in his November 15 speech to the General

Assembly,  supported Pyongyang ’s demand that all United Nations

I resolutions on Korea be annulled and that the United Nations

I Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea

(UNCURK) be dissolved. In the Shanghai Communique of

February 1972 between the United States and the People’s

• — Republic of China, this latter demand was again reiterated

- along with Peking’s expression of continued support for the

peaceful reunification of Korea. Thus , while Peking still
• continued to champion the North Korean cause, it was now

being undertaken in a manner calculated to be less abrasive

to the United States and executed increasingly through

international diplomatic channels.

I The announcement in July 1971 of the impending presi-

dential trip to China elicited no immediate response f rom

I Pyongyang as the North Korean leadership apparen tly studied

the circumstances and weighed the available options. By

August, however, statements such as the one on the 6th by

Kim Il-sung that characterized President Nixon ’s forthcoming

16
-H trip as “a trip of defeat, not the march of a victor,” in-

~ I 
dicated a policy of support for the Chinese actions, which

was reciprocated by the Chinese actions described above.

j  

I A statement by Professor Robert A. Scalapino on May 4, 1972

-

~ I
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before a House subcommittee expressed his belief that

I “‘China and North Korea seem to have coordinated their

policies closely. ’” 17 This belief is strongly backed by an

I apparent ideological justification of the Sino-Ainerican

I accommodation in a Red Flag article of August 2, 1971 in

which a study of Mao ’s 1940 essay, “On Policy ,” stressed

I the tactical use of temporary alliances as China distin-

guished between principal and secondary enemies in order to

I “pull together and manipulate all conflicts , gaps, con-

~ 
tradictions in the enemy camps, and use them against today ’s

principal enemy’4~e.g., the Soviet Union. In this way , it

T appeared that the Chinese were taking great pains to reassure

publicly North Korea of its support and the continued long-

term ideological compatability.

Chinese supportive actions for North Korea through the

I ‘~ remainder of 1971 and the af firmation of support for the re-

unification of Korea embodied within the Shanghai Communique

of February 27 apparently resulted in a situation in which

J “Peking emerged as the sponsor of Pyongyang , replacing

I 
• Moscow... .”19 From this period North Korea , while trying to

remain strictly neutral in its stance between China and the

I Soviet Union, has rated the PRC as “first among equals.”

The relationship continued to Progress and by 1973

I All available signs indicated that North Korea ’s
closest friend and ally continued to the the PRC.
Messages Pyongyang exchanged with Peking on various

J occasions were invariably couched in the warmest
possible language. What is more , both sides explicitly

I

• ~ I —
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recognized the supremacy of each other ’s “Great
Leader ” in their respective bailiwicks . Even

I editorials in Jen-min J;ih—pao on North Korea
L contained at lea~ t one direct quotation from

Kim Il-song , with Nodong Sinmun reciprocating

I the favor by quoting from Mao Tse-tung.2°

Tensions between Moscow and Peking abated somewhat from

I the high-strung levels of mid-1969 through the early 1970’s

as the threat of large-scale military actions along the

common border diminished despite the continued massive mi l-

itary build-ups along both sides. The massing of Soviet

forces along the border , estimated at one million men ,21

and the Chinese reaction to it as they began to bolster their

own security position in 1971 and 1972 by making large troop

I dispositions to the north , continued unabated , however. Con-

p clusion of U .S .-China talks between President Nixon and

Chou En-lai and the issuing of the Shanghai Communique dir-

ectly benefited the Chinese by lessening the tensions along

the Fukien sea frontier across the straits from Taiwan,

I thus allowing them to withdraw troops from this area and

I send them to the Chinese “Russian front.” Finally , deploy-

ment in 1972 of Chinese nuclear weapons capable of strikes

I into the Soviet Union resulted in the creation of a situ-

ation in which any extensive armed conflict could conceivably

I escalate into a nuclear exchange. As a result, “the Chinese

have been able to strengthen their defense and deterrent

posture to the extent that they believe that the Soviet

I Union would be very ill-advised to launch any direct military

at tack. . . .” 22

I
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Late in 1971, however, conflic t between the two nation s

I took place in surrogate form as the Indo-Pakistan War broke

out. In August the Soviets had concluded the Soviet-Indian

Friendshi p Treaty amid risin g tensions between Indi a and

Pakistan over events in East Bengal. In December the de-

I cisive Indian victory over U.S. -backed and PRC-backed

I Pakistan pointed out the value of Soviet military aid and

diplomatic support to the nations of Asia--an obvious dis-

play of the advantages accruing to any nation that might

choose to join the Soviet Union ’s Asian Collective Security

system to gain Soviet backing . The lesson regarding the

possible fate of any nation enjoying only ambivalent U.S.

support (and for that matter, any nation receivin g simi lar

support from any patron state) was certainly not lost on

either North or South Korea. Likewise , the implicit

lessons involved with this demonstration of Soviet backing

undoubtedly served to reinforce Pyongyang ’s determination
I

to not be seen as too closely aligned with China. This was

I a course of action that had proven cos tly in the past and

I 
would not likely be repeated in the future.

The continued cordial relations between Pyongyang and

I Peking may have been a little too cozy for Moscow ’s tastes ,

howe ve r , and in 1973 and 1974 several subtle reminders of

I North Kore a ’s eternally delicate position were forthcoming.

In response to several South Korean feelers for improved

I Soviet-ROE relati ons , the Soviets invited several South

II
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Korean athletes to participate in the World University

I Games held in Moscow in August 1973. North Korean reaction

to this event was predictable, as they denounced Seoul ’s

I “sinister political intrigue s , ” taking care not to publicly

criticize Moscow , and also refusing to send a sports team

of their own as a protest. In November the South Korean

ambassador to the U.S. met with the Soviet ambassador ,

Anatoly Dobrynin , to discuss the Korean question. In July

1 1974 South Korea reported that non-governmental contacts

had been made with the Soviets and that there existed a

strong possibility that Soviet-South Korean trade would be

initiated. A month later the ROK press service announced a

decision that, starting in September, it would begin service

with all non-hostile Communist countries, including the

r USSR and China.

By choosing to engage in these seemingly small and

outwardly insignificant activities that carried large

political implications, the Soviets probably were seeking

J to make a point to North Korea. Stripped of its trappings,

I the point being made was that the Soviet Union at will

could deign to shift or diminish its support through the

I use of a wide variety of tactics, should North Korea be seen

as straying too far from the middle road or pursuing

j i I policies perceived by the Soviets as detrimental to their

policy objectives. In these instances, by choosing to deal

J

r t 1

j it Lhe

So h xoreans

~~

the Soviets were bestowin

,

~~~~~~
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Korean athletes to participate in the World University

I Games held in Moscow in August 1973. North Korean reaction

to this event was predictable , as they denounced Seoul ’s

• I “sinister political intrigues ,” taking care not to publicly

i criticize Moscow , and also refusing to send a sports team

of their own as a protest. In November the South Korean

ambassador to the U.S. met with the Soviet ambassador ,

Anatoly Dobrynin, to discuss the Korean ques~tion. In July

1974 South Korea reported that non-governmental contacts

- - had been made with the Soviets and that there exi sted a

strong possibility that Soviet-South Korean trade would be

initiated. A month later the ROE press service announced a

- - 
decision that, starting in September, it would begin service

with all non-hostile Communist countries, including the

USSR and China.

By choosing to engage in these seemingly small and

11 outwardly insignificant activities that carried large

political implications , the Soviets probably were seeking

f~ 
I to make a point to North Korea. Stripped of its trappings,

the point being made was that the Soviet Union at will.

could deign to shift or diminish its support through the

I use of a wide variety of tactics , should North Korea be seen

as straying too far from the middle road or pursuing

I policies perceived by the Soviets as detrimental to their

policy objectives. In these instances, by choosing to deal

directly with the South Koreans , the Soviets were bestowing
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at least tacit approval on South Korean President Park Chung

I Hee ’s June 23, 1973 statement that he would “not oppose the

simultaneous admission ” of North and South Korea into the

I United Nations (as the two Germanies had done at the United

I 
Na tions 28 General Assembly session) , a proposal that Kim

Il-sung immediately condemned “as a ‘vicious trick ’  of the

I U.S. designed to divide and rule Korea and perpetuate the

division. ,,23

I Thus , Soviet overtures to South Korea play on the DPRK ’s

I 
fears that Moscow might go so far as to recognize South

Korea , a fear that received considerable reinforcement after

I U .S.  Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian Af fa i r s

Habib proposed in November 1974 that the great powers cross-

I recognize the two Koreas . To counter such moves Pyongyang

I 
adopted the line that the South Korean regime was not an

independent state , but only a U.S.  puppet regime , and that

I the only “independent” Korean state is North Korea. North

Korea, therefore , is strongly opposed to any initiative that

I hin ts of a “two Koreas” policy since acceptance of that con-

cept would be a virtual repudiation of Pyongyang ’s claim

I that the North alone represents the Korean people as a

whole. The Soviet actions in the 1972-74 period , whether

originally designed for this effect, or whether the outcome• I of a different set of motives (genuinely encouraging a

North-South dialogue aimed at reunification, for instance),

• I drove home the point , however, that political support for

North Korea was only forthcoming so long as the DPRK

I
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I followed a policy line that did not waiver too far from the

I independent neutral stance in favor of an accommodation with

Peking that was too close , or a policy line that clashed

with Soviet interests and objectives.

In many respects North Korea has seen its available

I policy options shrink in number during the course of the

I 
1970’s. The detente between the U.S. and the USSR, the

reconciliation between China and the United States, ac—

I companied by significant changes in Soviet-Japanese and

Sino—Japanese relations has had great impact on the situ-

I ation. The Chinese “Dual Adversary” concept that had

I evolved in 1966, elevating the Soviet Union to the same

plane as the United States as an enemy of China , had given

I way to recognition of the Soviet Union as the principal

danger to the Chinese state in the near-term. As a result,

I China found “it necessary and expedient to align with her

1 secondary enemy—-the U.S.--against the principal enemy

(the Soviet Union].”24 This Chinese “compromise”/”collusion ”

1 with the U.S. (depending on the ideological outlook) plac~d

North Korea in the position of either railing against both

I of her patrons , who , independent of one another , were pur-

I suing similar policy lines of detente for similar objactives ,

or accepting the situation and working within the increasing-

I ly constrictive framework in pursuit of independent national

goals.
I
I One of the restrictive conditions laid down by these

patron states was spelled out by the continued stress on the

j~~~1
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I
need for “peaceful” reunification . The North Koreans could

I readily ascertain that Soviet and Chinese designs to improve

I 
relations with Washington and Tokyo carried far more weight

for the immediate future than any thought of helping North

I Korea reunify the peninsula. As a result , recent Soviet

support for North Korean reun ification aims have primarily

I revolved around strong support of the North-South dialogue

following the announcement of the July 4 , 1972 joint com-

I munique . Similarly , Chinese statements have consistently

stressed this “ peaceful reunification” theme as they , too ,

have made it quite clear to Kim Il-sung that North Korean

aggressive action to effect a reunification of the country

is a definite no-no. On this one point, if nowhere else ,

I Moscow and Peking both seem to agree .

While working within the stringent guidelines laid down

by Russia and China , the DPRK has embarked upon a course of

I action that has been designed to improve its image around

the world , particularly within the gathering of the Third

I World nations of which they profess to be a part, while at

‘ 
the same time carrying on a complementary policy line that

seeks to isolate South Korea and diminish that nation ’s

status and role within the international community . Main-

tenance of a moderate policy line during the early 1970’s

I toward South Korea improved the DPRK ’s image abroad (al-

• I though significant elements of distrust have continued to

persist), and resulted in a widely expanded exchange of

1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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diplomatic missions and increased diplomatic recognition .

I In May 1973 the DPRK was admitted into the World Health

Organization ; in July to the U . N .  Conference on Trade and

• I Development; in May 1974 to the Universal Postal Union ; in

I October to the United Nations Educational , Scientific, and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO); and four months earlier in

I July,  was given pe rmanent observer of f ices  at the U .N .  and

a permanent mission in Geneva. The international status of

j I the DPRK , a nation just emerging from its isolation onto

• the world scene in the early 1970’ s was making rapid dip-
I lomatic progress.

• I In April 1975 international events transpired that

threatened to jeopardize the stability of the North Asian
( r
I region . The fa l l  of Phnom Penh on April 17 was followed

almos t immediately by the fal l  of Saigon on April 30. The

ensuing complete Amrican withdrawal from Vietnam had

enormous implications. The Nixon Doctrine , which had
I

implied a trend “ not toward isolation but toward ‘distan-

J tiation , ”25 had now , in the case of Indochina , been put to

I 
the test and found to be severely wanting . The immedia te

ques tion beyon d the debacle in Southeas t Asia was that of

~ I 
the implications for other U.S.-backed nations, wi th par-

• ticular attention to Nor th Asia and immediate focus on the

I Korean peninsula.

Events on the peninsula had not char ted a hopeful course

I since the North-South Red Cross and Coordinating Commission

— ——-—— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~•
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talks reached an impasse in 1973, producing no further tan-

I gible results. By late summer the North. refused to attend

meetings of the North-South Coordinating Commission (NSCC)

I so long as the head of the Korean Central Intelligence

Agency (KCIA) Lee Hu-rak remained the leader of the ROK

delegation . Lee allegedly was responsible for the abduction

f of the South Korean opposition leader Kim Dae Jung from

Japan , and therefore charged by the DPRK as unfit to

r negotiate . In March 1974 a ROE ship had been captured by

the North Koreans on charges of spying , and in retaliation ,

the Southern authorities had conducted a number of raids

designed to arrest members of the Revolutionary Party for

Reunification , subsequently executing eight individuals

f accused of being members . In August, an assassination

attempt on President Park failed ; however, his wife was

killed in the attempt and North Korea was charged for its

alleged complicity. In November , an infiltration tunnel

built by the North leading into the Southern portion of

the Demilitarized Zone was uncovered . On February 15 and

• 26, 1975 two incidents took place at sea involving ROE and

• I North Korean naval units. The increasingly acrimonious

nature of the accusations and counter-accusations was

steadily building a renewed air of tension on the Korean

I peninsula.

Against this backdrop the arrival of Kim Il-sung in

I Peking on the ‘ay following the fa l l  of Phnom Penh had

I’
i
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I

ominous overtones. The tone of the situation rapidly became

decidedly worse as Kim , in a banquet speech on the day of his

said:arrival 

If revolution takes place in South Korea, we, as
one and the same nation , will not just look at it

I with folded arms but will strongly support the South
Korean people.

If the enemy ignites war recklessly, we shallI resolutely answer it with war and completely destroy
the aggressors.

j In this war we will only lose the military de-
marcation line and will gain the country ’s reun i-

t
H The highly militant nature of the speech , taken in the con-

text of the current situation in Southeast Asia as Cambodia‘ IT
collapsed and the war in Vietnam was in its f inal  throes ,

seemed to portend the possibility of hostilities in Korea.

Discerning the motivation behind the trip ’s timing (Kim’s

first visit to China in fourteen years) and the objectives

it was designed to achieve was viewed in many of the world ’s1•

capitols as a matter of extreme importance. Analysis of

the ten-member delegation showed that, besides Kim , three

were top military leaders, increasing speculation of military

j motives.

The joint coninunique released at the end of the nine-

I day visit on April 26 declared that both sides had reached

t “completely identical views” on all items discussed .27

I
Peking voiced strong support for the DPRK ’s proposals for

J
Korean reunification, while at the same time stressing the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
eed for ”inde

~
endent and peac ul r nification.” Further , t
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r
the ritual obligation to call for the dissolution of the

U.N. Command and the withdrawal of all American troops was

met. Finally, and very significant, Peking recognized the

DPRK as “the sole legal sovereign state of the Korean nation,”

- an explicit statement that China would oppose any effort to

create “two Koreas,” and was willing to give complete

political and diplomatic backing to Kim ’s efforts to enhance

his nation ’s prestige internationally toward the end of

h fomenting instability of South Korea.28

The next months were tense ones on the Korean peninsula

as conflicting reports came into play. Reports that the

11 North Koreans had moved elements of two armored divisions

into position close to the DMZ29 were countered two weeks

later in a June 7 report from Seoul in which American

military officials were quoted as saying that no apparent

major redeployment of North Korean forces had taken place.3°

fl To forestall any possible North Korean aggressive inten-

tions, the U.S. response to the capture of the container-

ship S.S. Mayaguez in mid-May 1975 was patently designed to

provide a warning to North Korea, and assurances to South

I Korea (and Japan), that American defense commitments would

I be met. These assurances came in the form of several state-

ments by President Ford reaffirming U.S. support for South

I Korea, and by Secretary of State Kissinger in a major

policy speech before the Japan Society in New York on June

1 18 when he stated that “‘we will permit no question to

I
L u
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I ar ise about the firmness of our treaty commitments ’ to Japan

and other Asian allies.”3’ In addition, Secretary of Defense

Schlesinger ’s f irst public admission that the Uni ted States

I had tactical nuclear weapons in Korea32 was an obvious move

I calculated to be a direct warning to Kim Il-sung. In early

September , Mr. Schlesinger again reaffirmed the U.S. commit—

f ment when he stated that U.S. forces in Korea would use

“massive conventional firepower” against any North Korean

1 attack.33

r The American message to Kim undoubtedly was as clear

as those he was receiving from both Peking and Moscow. In

the joint communique issued at the ~ Kim ’s trip to

Peking , the expression “peaceful reunification ” had been

used no less than three times by the Chinese, and the tone

was significantly less inflamatory than Kim ’s initial

speech. Pekii~g ’s policy of restraint on possible North

TI. Korean aggressive actions was not directly stated , but

public statements and comments by Chinese diplomats and

I officials to third parties and in conversations with

American officials indicated that such restraining action

had been taken.34 By late summer the situation on the

I Korean peninsula had eased as it seemed less likely that

hostilities would in fact break out. The solid U.S. re-

I assurances that America would live up to its treaty commit-

‘ 
ments , and the Chinese and Soviet restraining influences

apparently were sufficient to deter Kim from any military

I
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moves against the South , if that ever was his true intention

U at all.

North Korean relations with Moscow during the spring,

summer and ear ly fa l l  of 1975 appeared to be somewhat cool .

I Kim Il-sung ’s apparent rebuff  in his attempt to visit Moscow

af ter his trip to Peking in April may have come from among

I a number of reasons:

I
l) The Soviets used the refusal to indicate their
displeasure with K im ’s decision to visit China first,
giving the appearance of closer North Korean solidar—
ity with China than with the Soviet Union. This is

I suggested despite the fact that the Soviet Union
I noted with approval and satisfaction the absence of

anti-Soviet statements in the Peking joint communique
[i.e., no “hegemony clause” was included].

2) Soviet concern about U.S. sensitivities follow—
inq the developments in Indochina. Kim ’s visit to

I Peking was indeed disquieting in Washington and the
Soviet Union wanted to avoid any close identif ication
with the presumed militant stance of Kim to protect

I U.S. sensitivities in this regard.

3) The Soviet Union wanted to avoid the embarrassing
predicament of either demonstrating full  support for

I North Korea or alienating North Korea by being re-
luctant to support it with the same degree of en-

I 
thusiasm as was shown by the Chinese.

4) Secretary General Brezhnev ’s illness or his busy
schedule (the official reason given by Moscow for

I putting off Kim ’s visit].35

Whatever the true reason for Kim ’s failure to get to Moscow,

I the virtual Soviet refus~al to see him at that time was a

clear indication that any North Korea military action

I against the South would almost definitely not have Russian

i support.

~ :
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I
Appearances seem to indicate that the Soviet position

I vis-a-vis North Korea is subtly different than that pursued

i by the Chinese. The positive Chinese approach toward

alliance with the DPRK in recent years and apparent whole-

I hearted support for major North Korean policies, exemplified

in a possible hardening of the line taken againstthe U.S.

I military presence in South Korea from 1974 onward36 and the

I Chinese announcement in the joint PRC-DPRK communique of

April 1975 rejecting any “two Koreas” approach , contrasts in

I form with the policy of the Soviets. Soviet policy toward

North Korea appears to be more reactive in form, tending to

be designed to counter Chinese influence and to offset

I Chinese moves. Soviet policy seems to be characterized by

an approach less positive toward bilateral relations with

I North Korea and in furthering North Korean objectives, than

in pursuing strictly Soviet priorities in regard to the

I United States, China, and Japan.

I To be sure, the Soviet Union continues to voice and

render support for Pyongyang ’s policies as evidenced by

I Foreign Minister Gromyko in his speech to the U.N. General

Assembly on September 23, 19 ’S. In that speech he affirmed

I that

Those go~ls (stabilization of the situation andI speeding up the “peaceful reunification” of the
Korean peninsula : would be served by the cessation
of out3ide interference in the internal affairs of

I the Korean people and , in the first place, by the
withdrawal from South Korea of all foreign troops
stationed there under the U.N. fla9, as well as by
the conclusion of a peace treaty.31
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I
The tone of the speech, while supportive, lacks real feeling

and fails to convey the impression of more than surface commit-

ment. Soviet interests in North Korea still largely seem to

I revolve around a counter to ChInese moves to curry favor and

r support from the DPRK , and to avoid being drawn into a situation

wherein , because of alliance obligations under the 1961 treaty ,

the USSR would be compelled to actively assist in North Korea ’s

defense in the event of hostilities. For this one reason , if

1 none other, the Soviet Union will in all probability continue

to counsel a policy of moderation to the DPRK .

Additionally, the Soviet relationship with North Korea

must be viewed in the light that the DPRK is but a relatively

minor element in the USSR ’s global calculations and strategy.

To the PRC, however , the DPRK represents an entity with common

historical, cultural, and developmental bonds, a nation that

shares a long mutual border immediately adjacent to China ’s

industrial heartland—-conditions that mitigate in favor of

closer bonds for practical , if not ideological reasons.

I Similar quasi-emotional ties with the Soviet Union would seem

to be primarily limited to whatever degree of affinity is

I “ felt by the current Pyongyang leadership in appreciation for

I the support that initially established them in power. Beyond

that intangible, the current Moscow-Pyongyang relationship

I evidences a cool, practical approach with underlying ties

I that are predominantly military and economic in nature--and

always governed by a profound appreciation of the existing

I political realities .

I
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As the year 1975 unfolded , big-power rivalry in the

I Communist bloc between the Soviet Union and China continued

I unabated , if at a somewhat lower key. The military takeover

of Angola by a Soviet and Cuban-backed faction over U.S. and

I Chinese-backed opposition , like the Indo-Pakistani conflict

in late 1971, signalled to the Chinese (and to the Americans)

continuing Soviet moves to spread their sphere of influence

in ever-widening circles. The rapid Russian arms build-up

I and the resultant world—wide expansion of Soviet capabilities

has been viewed with apparent great concern by the Chinese.

When Secretary of State Kissinger arrived in Peking in

October 1975 he no sooner got off  the airplane before

Chinese Foreign Minister Chiao Kuan-hua immediately launched

into a lecture warning the Secretary of the dangers inherent

I in detente with the Soviet Union , a move which may have also

been designed to subtly express Chinese displeasure over the

I removal of Mr. Schlesinger as Secretary of Defense, an open

critic of the U.S.-Soviet detente who frequently disagreed

with the Secretary of State over these very issues. When

President Ford arrived in Peking in December , he too was

greeted with the same message as Vice-Premier Teng

J Hsiao—p ’ing reiterated what had been said to Dr. Kissinger.

Teng bluntly warned:

I Today it is the country which most zealously preaches
peace that is the most dangerous source of war.
Rhetoric about “detente” cannot cover ~p the starkI reality of the growing danger of war.3

I
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The Chinese viewed the 1972 Strategic Arms Limitation

Treaty (SALT) as a tacit U.S. acceptance of a growing Soviet

strategic military superiori ty and the Helsinki Agreement

as a form of “capitulationism ” to Soviet blandishments , re-

inforcing the view that Europe is the central point of

superpower rivalry , a rivalry that eventually will lead to

world war. “Certainly Peking ’s denigration of the Strategic

Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) negotiations ,” writes Dr.

Allen S. Whiting, “and its attack on the Helsinki con ference

corresponded to China ’s basic security concern , namely the

steady expansion of Soviet power at the expense of the

United States strategic superiority .”39 Since Europe is

held to be the focal point of superpower contention and

China views the situation there as one charac terized by

increasing Soviet strength and decreasin g Western allied

strength , China has come out in favor of American military

preparedness , and for a strengthened NATO alliance to

counter growing Soviet strength--a move which would con-

fl currently serve to take some of the pressure off China by

ensuring a division of Soviet forces.

For its part, North Korea has pursued policies designed

to enhance its international status while simultaneously

working to undermine the ROK position and force the disso-

( lution of the United Nations Command, and ultimately , the

withdrawal of all U.S. forces. During the course of his

May 22-June 9, 1975 trip to Rumania, Algeria , Mauri tania ,

I
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Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, Kim Il-sung actively sought

I support for his reunification policies while consolidating

and solidify ing his relationship with Third World and

I socialist nations to facilitate the DPRK ’ s bid to join the

I 
non-aligned nations movement and improve its position in up-

coming United Nations actions.

I In August 1975 North Korea scored a diplomatic victory

when it achieved entrance into the Foreign Ministers ’ Con-

I ce of the Non-aligned Nations in Lima, Peru, while the

r ation for membership of South Korea was rejected .

I 
~ t1s conference adopted a resolution on August 30 which con-

tam ed a demand that all foreign troops stationed in South

Korea under the U.N. Command be withdrawn and the existing

I military armistice agreement be replaced with a peace agree—

I 
ment. On November 18, a pro-North Korean resolution , backed

by the PRC and the USSR and dealing with the dissolution of

I the U.N. Command and a peace agreement to replace the exist-

ing armistice , was passed in the General Assembly while a

I diametrically opposed one was also adopted , with both sides

I 
claiming victory while in reality both resolutions had the

effect of canceling the other.

I 1976 to date was not a particularly auspicious year for

North Korean foreign policy. The most significant and in-

I flamatory event was the August 18 killing of two American

off icers in a tree-trimming operation in the Joint Security

I Area (JSA) in the truce village of Panmunjom. The incident ,

I
I _
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coinciding with the Non-Aligned Nation Con ference in Colombo ,

I Sri Lanka, immediately brought forth a determined U.S. dip-

lomatic and military response (not unlike that of the 1975

Mayaguez incident) which resulted in Kim Il-sung expressing

I “regret” over the incident, a statement that was described

as “an unprecendented act of appeasement of the detested

• 
I imperialists.... ~40 The motives for the action are still

I unclear ; however , if it had been purposely staged to high-

light the continuing American presence in Korea, the in-

cident quickly wiped out any propaganda advantages that the

• North Korean delegation to the Non-Aligned Conference had

t ~ 
been able to gather. More, the incident, coming only a

I 
month before the U.N. 31st session of the General Assembly,

was no doubt in part responsible for North Korea ’s de-

I cision to drop a proposal demanding “the immediate withdrawal

of new types of weapons and military equipment, including

J nuclear weapons, introduced into South Korea.”41 Addition-

ally, nations (such as Yugoslavia and Mauritania) that Kim

had carefully cultivated during his spring 1975 trip, re-

I fused to sign as sponsors for the proposal, while some 24

~~ participants at the Colombo conference had gone on record

with their exceptions to the draft resolution written by

the North Koreans.42 Finally, the decision to drop the

U.N. proposal may have been dropped because the U.S. had

I 

I prior knowledge of the North Korean smuggling activities

in Scandanavia and was prepared to divulge this knowledge

II
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on the floor of the General Assembly before the story

I finally broke in the press in October. All in all , the

I 
elation of the di~ lumatic “triumphs” achieved in 1975 at

the Lima non-aligned nations conference and the passage of

i the pro-North Korea U.N. resolution was quickly wiped out a

year later , largely as a result of the August JSA incident

I and a possible international recognition that North Korea

had not really changed her colors significantly over the

1 past few years.

I Once again during this latest Korean peninsula crisis

Peking and Moscow almost certainly preached moderation to

1 Kim. Peking remained publicly quiet on the incident ,43 an

action tantamount to heavy disapproval . It has also been
I

speculated that Pyongyang may have decided not to try to

maintain an untenable stand because it had an inside line

on developments in China , deciding that after the death of

J Mao the Peking leadership would be too preoccupied and

possibly too divided to insure any form of effective support

I 44
for North Korea if it got into trouble.

I North Korean foreign policy during the decade of the

1970’s so far has reinforced Kim ’s attempts to remain

I neutral between the two battling giants. The attempt to

remain essentially equid istant in this rif t has not been an

1 easy row to hoe , particularly as the operating environment

has become more restrictive as the major powers have sought

detente, a policy that demands peace and a modicum of

U
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stability on the Korean peninsula . Kim Il-sung has also

I been cognizant of the continued low priority of Korean re-

unification in the eyes of his patrons , since any change in

I the status quo could have immediate and important effects

I 
deleterious to the big-power relationships. As a result ,

North Korea has been forced to pursue policies which may be

I described as “independent” in form , but tic’ tly constricted

in design to fit within the emerging politi ~a1 structure in

North Asia , and the realities as they exist in the inter-

• actions of the fractured Communist world .

I .The Economic and Military Situation

I The year 1971 saw the kickoff of the new Six-Year

Economic Development Plan (1971-76) approved by the Fifth

I Party Congress in November 1970. The plan , stressing rapid

i industrialization , was projected to achieve the highly
I ambitious target growth rate of 14% annually. Emphasizing

I the predominant role of development in the heavy industry

• sector , in line with the previous Five and Seven-Year Plans ,

I the curren t plan ’s mode of execution reflects a probable

underlying theme designed to fur ther economic nationalism

(self-sufficiency) . The importance of the heavy industrial

• I sector is reflected in the assignment of 40.7% of state in—

vestment to heavy industry , while light industry and

I agriculture were to receive 8.3% and 20% respectively.45

“Three technical revolutions” were embodied in the plan.

These involve efforts to: first, narrow the gap between heavy

: 1
I 

-
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1 and light labor ; second, narrow the gap between industrial

and agricul tural work ; and third , free women from household

requirements as much as possible so as to augment the labor

force. The major goal of the over-all plan is to strive for

mechan iza tion , semi-automation and automation to the great-

est degree possible in all economic spheres to increase pro-

ductivity and counter the deadlock posed by the continuing

labor shortage. Priori ty would lie in production of machine

tools47 and in developing the power and min ing industries.48

The guiding objective of the plan was a reinforcement

1 of the gains in economic self-sufficiency that had already

been made by stressing policies that would insure that the

~ economy would become increasing ly independent of outside

sources of supply or influence . The development of power

and mining industries would directly aid in this effort by

I increasing national self—sufficiency as North Korean leaders

I looked for the plan to achieve a 60-70% domestic production

of raw materials.49 The DPRK could realistically embark

I upon such a program because of internal sources of most raw

materials needed for industrialization . The primary ex-

I ception is oil , which at the beginning of the plan was im-

I 
ported primarily from the USSR. As production from the

extractive industries (mining) and power production

J facilities increased , a deadlock would be broken by their

new ability to keep up with the input requirements of the

I processing industries. Local industry would be greatly

1

•~ I
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I expanded to take advantage of locally-available raw

I materials and labor, a scheme that would significantly mm-

imize on transportation requirements. To aid in this develop—

I ment, consumer and light industry and agriculture were to get

a greater proportion of state investment than in the past;

I however , development of heavy industry still retained the

primary emphasis.

As a noted Sinologist visiting the DPRK in 1974 ob-

served , “The virtues of modernization and advanced technology

are blatantly obvious ” to the North Koreans5° and , unlike

their Chinese neighbors, they seemingly have few qualms

— about obtaining the necessary equipment and technology to

undertake the modernization process from outside sources.

In the early 1970’s Pyongyang began to look to the industrial-

ized nations of the West for imports, primarily of modern

technology, heavy equipment and industrial plants that would

allow the North to compete with the developing South KOrean

economy. North Korean mineral exports were to be used as

I the primary products to repay the loans incurred to finance

these imports.

I Within the acjricultural sphere (probably the weakest

I point in the national economy) similar ambitious plans were

laid down as North Korea ’s leaders sought to achieve an

I annual growth rate of approximately 4%~
5] Since only about

20% of the DPRK is arable and the existing land is utilized

I to near-maximum , the North ’s agricultural plan is designed

I;’
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1
to achieve greater production through intensification of

U agriculture. This intensification was to be accomplished

I 
through the greatly expanded use of irrigation, improved

and more abundant fertilizers, and “all—around mechanization .”

I These measures were deemed necessary to expand production to

increase the general standard of living and raise state

I revenues for economic development. An August 1971 Nodo~~

Sinmun editorial stated that it was important for the

I counties (within the provinces) to be the supply bases for

the towns.52 In other words, the countryside would be the

foundation of industrialization .

I The drive to achieve mechanization was also indicative

of an endemic labor shortage . In terms of specific goals,

the DPRK sought to increase grain production from the

estimated level of 4.5 million tons in l70~~ to 7—7.5

million tons at the end of the plan ’s period in 1976.

Fertilizer production was to increase to approximately 3

million tons annually from a figure half that in l970.~~I Only through a concentrated drive to mechanize could such

J goals have a hope of being achieved.

How has the North Korean economy fared since the in-

I ception of the current Six-Year Plan? According to the

reports emanating out of Pyongyang the progress has been

I outstanding. On September 27, 1975 the ~y~~gyang Times

I reported that the Central Statistical Board has released

statistics that showed that the annual gross industrial

I
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i i
output was 2.2 times higher than 1970 and that the annual

I rate of growth in industrial production had reached 18.4%,

compared with the target 14%. Again , in agriculture , the

harvest of 1974 was claimed to have exceeded 7 million tons

I of grain while 1975 was projected to have similar yields.55

On September 23, 1976 Pyongyang made the claim that the 1976

• 
I harvest was the greatest yet, “bumper crops unparalleled in

I 
agricultural history.”56 Thus , it has been claimed that

North Korea had attained the major goals of the plan more

I than a year ahead of schedule. However, in spite of the

perennial bombastic claims of high success , there are other

f indicators that the economy is not moving forward as

rapidly as desired. One of the telling indicators has been

I the growing problem of North Korea ’s trade deficit.

From a small trade surplus of $18 million in 1970 the

North Korean position soon became uncomfortable as a

burgeoning deficit of $500 million had evolved by ~973•57

The deficit wa~ mainly precipitated by a combination ofI rapidly inflating prices of imports, including the cost of

oil purchased from the PRC and the USSR,58 and was

accompanied by falling raw materials prices, particularly

I North Korean metals, as the world market entered a recession

phase in 1974 following the Arab oil embargo in the autumn

I of 1973. Other problems arose out of Pyongyang ’s Un-

familiarity with Western business methods, an unfamiliarity

largely due to North Korea ’s past isolation . Other problems

I

~LJ I
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involved with invoicing in the pound sterling (rapidly fall-

I ing in value throughout the 1973-74 period and to the

present in the autumn of 1976), and inadequate harbor and

I shipping facilities combined with an underdeveloped infra-.

I structure and transport system, proved to be the other major

inputs affecting the financial woes and the DPRK ’s inability

I to meet their export commitments .59

By early 1975 North Korea was having difficulty meeting

I its loan obligations and shortly thereafter loan payments

I 
c~me to a stop altogether. North Korea thus had the dis-

tinction of being the f i rst socialist country to fai l  in

meeting its international trade obligations promptly.

Estimates of the debts to non-Communist and Communist nations

I in the 19 75—76 period vary: one source estimates the total

to be in the range of $700 million to $1.7 billion ;60

I another shows a total of $430 million owned to non-Communist

I nations with a further amount of $700 million owed to

Communist creditors;6~ a third shows that by 1976 the Soviet

I Union alone may be owed as much as $795 million ;62 and a

I fourth source puts Pyongyang ’s total debts at the end of

1975 at $2.l44 billion , of which $l.242 billion is owed to

I non-Communist countries and $902 million owed to the Soviet

Union.63 Closer to home, the Japanese debt alone is

I authoritatively estimated at approximately $260 million , of

which $60-70 million is overdue by the autumn of 1976.

I Regardless of the precise dollar amounts of the debts , the

I
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I
DPRK has encountered serious economic difficulties in meet-

I ing the obi ~qations they have chosen to incur .

I In apparent attempts to negotiate further loans the

North Koreans evidently sought to borrow $200 miliion from

I Iran in March l975;65 however, later reports indicate that

the Iranians may have backed out of the deal .66 Additionally,

I Kim Il-sung may have been successful in negotiating a can—

i cellation of North Korea’s outstanding $150 million debt to

China during his April 1975 trip to Peking.67 In fact, some

diplomats in Hong Kong felt that the prime motive force

behind K im ’s trip to China and Eastern Europe at that time

may have been an attempt to partially solve the payments

problem, rather than to seek backing for an attack on South

Korea.68 Reports also indicate that the Soviets have given

the DPRK special terms for loan repayments by rescheduling

the outstanding debts.69 North Korean intransigence in

arriving at agreement for repayment of the debts has al-

ready strained relationships with her creditors, particularly

with Japan, and threatens to completely cut off an already

I substantially reduced international credit rating.

Only in late—September 1976 have the North Koreans

J again expressed what appears to be a sincere desire to

negotiate their trade debts with Japan. The reasons for

I the sudden change in line may well stem from international

J events of the preceeding three months--the Panmunjom in-

cident of August 18, North Korea’s failure to win the
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I
support of the non-aligned nations at Colombo, and the

I decision to drop its U.N. proposal when it became apparent

U 
that it would meet sure defeat.70 The realization that de-

termined truculence is unprofitable may have beezi the decid-

I ing factor. The outcome of this financial situation is still

very much in question ; however, the ramifications cannot

f help but impact on domestic economics.

r Other indicators of a possibly fal ter ing economy come

from reviews of defense spending statistics , other economic

f igures , interviews with top KWP members , and by the state-

ments of Kim Il—sung himself. As a per. sntage of state

budget, defense spending has followed the following lines:

1970 31%
1971 30%
1972 17%
1973 15%
1974 16%L ~ 
1975 16.4% 1

j ~~. While it must be kept in mind that these figures are official

releases that tend to minimize expenditures on defense and

defense-related items--some defense spending hidden within

other areas of the budget--the trend seems to indicate a

j relatively stable level of expenditures. Despite the in-

I 
creasingly bellicose posture of the DPRK since 1974, possibly

a function of a reported realignment of the power heirarchy

1 in February 1974 in which military leaders advanced in rank,

and because of an impasse in the North-South talks, defense

I spending has remained fairly constant. In the absence of

hard information to confirm the proposition, it is speculative ,

I
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I
but logical , to consider that defense spending levels have

I not increased because of economic difficulties. This would

I 
seem to be borne out by Kim himself. Revealing that a line

of thinking exists that equates defense spending to general

I economic development , Kim Il-sung , when in terviewed by

Harrison Salisbury of the New York Times in May 1972, stated:

I “Fr ank ly speaking , because we had to divert large sums of

I 
funds to defense construction , we ran into difficulties--to

an extent--in raising the people ’s living standards.”72 The

I relevance of the impact of defense spending on economic

development revealed by this public admission illustrates

I its importance and may be indicative of a situation that

P exists several years after the interview was held .

I Another economic indica tor that provides evidence of

I slowdown , and possibly some reverses , in the growth of the

North Korean economy comes from an examination of Gross

I Nationa l Product (GNP) expressed in constant dollars ,

military expenditures (MILEX) expressed as a percentage of

I GNP, and the GNP per capita (also in constant dollars).

Such an examination reveals the following figures :

YEA R GNP MILEX GNP

I 
(constant $rnillion) (% of GNP) (per capita)

1970 5140 15.60 362
1971 5350 15.30 366

I 1972 5600 9.43 371
1973 5700 11.00 368
1974 5530 10.20 34673

I Examination of this table shows an upward trend in economic

I
I ~~~~~
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I
factors until the 1973—74 period , at which time GNP per

I capita begins a downward movement as the population to GNP

ratio increases. In 1974 the GNP shows a decided drop re-

I lative to the previous year ’s. Thus , this table indicates

I the possibility of an economic slowdown in the 1973-74

period; however , in the absence of hard data for 1975 and

1 1976, a determination cannot be posi tively made whether this

is a transitory condition or a genera l downward trend in the

: economy. This data, however , does support the defense spend-

I ing f igures presented ear lier and the proposition that such

spending is being kept at low levels in order to keep from

I further straining the economy.

Additional impressions of economic di f f icu l ties have

I been obtained by visitors to the DPRK and by statements of

I Kim Il-sung himself. An American scholar who interviewed

high KWP officials in Pyongyang in July 1974 was frankly

I told that North Korea had serious internal economic problems,

particularly problems of labor unrest and of food shortages.74

I Another American scholar who had visited the DPRK a few

I 
months earlier had received similar information concerning

economic difficulties.75 Finally , Kim himself , in dis-

~I I 
cussions with members of Japan ’s parliament in August 1975,

indicated that the economy was not in good shape and that

I he wanted to reduce the de fense burden .76 From these

various indications, it would seem that economic difficulties

of a significant magnitude do in fact haunt the North

I
I
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I
Korean economy despite the claims of great successes

I achieved during the current Six-Year Plan.

During the years since 1970 the armed forces of the
I DPRK have not increased greatly in numbers; however , there

have been some significant additions to their weapon in-

ventories that give them expanded military capabilities.

I From the following table it can be seen that the overall

number of men under arms has increased somewhat, but that

I their numbers have remained relatively constant as a per-

I centage of the population as a whole :

YEAR ARME D FORCES ARME D FORCES

I (total) iper 1000 people

• 1970 438,000 30.80
1971 450,000 30.80
1972 460,000 30.50
1973 470,000 30.30

1 1974 470,000 29.4077

From these figures and those of the following table which

I shows military expenditures in constant dollars and, again,

I 
the MILEX as a percentage of GNP, an interesting observation

can be made :

YEAR MILEX MILEX

• ____ (constant $million (% o~ GNP

1970 799 15.60

I 1971 819 15.30
1972 528 9.43
1973 625 11.00
1974 567 10.20 78

The observation is that with slowly-expanding force levels

I (manpower)and decreasing actual expenditures, particularly

I
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I
the drop between 1971 and 1972 when expenditures dropped

I over one—third , the funds available for operation and main-

tenance of existing forces and the acquisition of new

1 weapons must have been out something approaching half of

1 previous levels. By implication , since the Soviet Union

is the DPRK ’s major supplier of major and relatively sophis-

I ticated weapons systems and supplies these primarily (if not

entirely) on a loan basis , then it may be speculated that

few major weapons acquisitions have been made and that

r existing forces are not onl y becoming more obsolete , but

probably having some problems in maintenance areas, par-

ticularly in the area of spare parts.

Thus far in the 1970 ’s only one major military agreement

1’ between the DPRK and one of her sponsors has been made

F public. That agreement followed a three-week visit from

August 18-September 7, 1970 by North Korean chief of Staff

0 Chin-u to China. The agreement provided for nonrefundable

military assistance , which it was believed, was bound for

paramilitary forces that come under the “all-people and all-

nation defense system.”79 Yet , beginning in 1973 the DPRK

has received 9 ex-Chinese R—class (“Romeo” class) submarines

J from the PRC through 1976 , now based on the Yellow Sea (west)

coast • 80

I Similarly, the DPRK has been receiving some more advanced

I and sophisticated weapons systems from the Soviet Union.

Through the early 1970’s the North Korean naval inventory

I
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only contained two ex—Soviet W-class (“Whiskey” class) sub-

I marines ; however , by 1972-73 the figure had increased to

I 
three and by 1974-75 the figure had risen to four.81 More-

over , the Soviets supplied 14 high-speed missile boats,

I armed with the Styx anti—ship missile , in the 1972-73 period ,

and an additional four by l974_75.82 Additionally , the

I addition of 28 Soviet SU—7 jet fighter-bomber aircraft ,

supplied as a response to the U.S. providing F-4 fighters

I to South Korea,83was also a significant increase to the

I North Korean inventory although they are far from the most

modern components of Soviet air forces. This growing naval

strength could severely tax the South Koreans in the event

of hostilities and could also pose a significant threat to

I U.S. naval forces operating in Korean waters. The addition

I of more modern aircraf t to the Nor th Korean air force also

increases the quantitative , if not qualitative , edge over

I the ROK ’s air forces. The net effect of the addition of

these newer systems on North Korean military capabilities

I is difficult to ascertain , par ticularly since there must be

I some tradeoff of a negative nature concerning the mainten-

~ ance of other equipment growing steadily more obsolescent

and acquisition of new equipment to replace it. Determination

of the actual status of the North Korean forces and its corn-

I bat capabilities has become more important since 1974 as it

I 
has appeared that the possibility of its employment against

the South was greater than in the past several years.

1
• A I  
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I
The mil itary situation on the peninsula has become some-

I what more strained since 1974 af ter the quieter period since

late 1969-early 1970. As mentioned earlier , North Korean

aggressive actions steadily increased since 1974, culmin-

ating in the war scare in mid-1975 and the Joint Secretary

Area incident in August 1976 when two American Army officers

were killed . These actions , and the threat of action , have

prompted strong U.S. statements of support for the South

Korean nation in the event of North Korean military action
-. 

and spelled out in fine detail the probable U.S. reaction to

any such attack.84 North Korean aggressiveness has also

continued to focus attention on the ROK capability to “go it

alone ” without direct U.S. military support under conditions

of a North Korean military attack--a capability that would

almost of necessity be present before a U.S. military with-

drawal from the Korean peninsula would be undertaken. The

American-sponsored ROK force modernization program, designed

to be completed by 1975 and subsequently drawn out to the

1977-78 period because of U.S. funding considerations, is

• I intended to insure South Korean capability to provide for

its own defense.

I Under the auspices of the current Six-Year Plan , the

North Korean economy officially continues to make great

I headway in the development of a modern industrialized state.

I Beneath the propaganda, however, a somewhat less positive

situation appears to exist--although the extent to which the

I
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I
actual conditions very from the claimed is difficult to fix

I with certainty. Indicators, such as the current foreign

trade deficit problem , military expenditures , and reports

out of the North , all point to an economy that has major

structural faults. A question of major relevance and signi-

- ficance becomes: is there any strong connection between the

present state of the economy and the apparent changing North

Korean attitudes which are manifested in a more belligerant

line than that which existed in the early 1970’s? And if

there is, are conditions growing bad enough that a military

operation against the South might be viewe’d as an acceptable

I risk? The ability to answer these questions with certainty

would provide a valuable basis for forcasting North Korea ’s

• future international and reunification policies and predict-

F ing probable courses of action. For the present , a contin-

uing careful examination of evidence as it becomes available

peacemeal will have to suffice.

North Korea, South Korea, the United States, and Japan

~ 
To understand the actions that North Korea has taken

~ I during the first half of the 1970 ’s in regard to South Korea,

the United States and Japan , the impact of events that trans-

I pired within the Communist world have to be carefully con—

sidered. The growing estrangment of the PRC and the USSR,

and the very real threat of war in 1969 had been a major,

I perhaps overriding, factor in pushing the Chinese toward

rapproachment with the United States. The subsequent

II
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I
announcement in July 1971 that President Nixon would visit

China had made necessary a number of accommodations within

the Communist world and , par ticularly in North Asia , be-
V

I tween the Communist and non-Communist groupings .

North Korea ’s attitude toward Japan began to change as

it became clear that in many respects an international situ-

ation of “every man [statel for himself” had developed . The

Chinese move toward reconciliation with the U.S. implicitly

required a similar move by the DPRK vis-a-vis Japan and the

United States because of the close U.S.-Japan defense re-

lationship and the exceedingly strong economic ties. For

North Korea to remain in step with the Chinese and the

Soviets it was encumbant upon the DPRK to also move toward

• some positive degree of accommodation with both of these

“imperialist” foes.

In September 1972 China and Japan resumed diplomatic

~ El relations, just seven months after President Nixon ’s trip to

Peking. In the Joint Statement that was issued at the con-

clusion of the negotiations, the two countries declared that

neither would seek hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region , and

that both would oppose any such attempt by other nations or

j groups of nations—-a virtual verbatim repetition of the

February Shanghai Communique. Inclusion of this clause has

resultantly placed Japan squarely in the middle of the con-

test between China and the Soviet Union, and the question of

j

h i includion in a JaPan~China Peace and friendshiP treat~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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has been the major source of contention between the two states

I and thus far (November 1976), the greatest obstacle to the

successful conclusion of that treaty.

China ’s diplomatic overtures to Japan were matched by

the growing economic ties between the two nations. Increases

in trade between the two countries was remarkable. By 1972

U trade had risen to $1.1 billion , by 1973 to $2.0l5 billion

and an estimated figure of $3.5 billion in 1974.85 The

yrowing Japan-China relationship had significant impact on

North Korea ’s policies .

On September 25 , 1971, Kim Il—sung , in an interview

F with the Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun, made an obvious

bid to begin a process of accommodation between the DPRK

ii and Japan. This process, which began primarily as economic

F contact and trade relations (like the first contacts between
1 China and Japan), was countenanced by the Japanese govern-

I [
~ 

ment in line with their pragmatic approach of separating

economic interests from political considerations. In other

words, since the Japanese government (as distinct from the

1 Japanese people) were under recent and continuing verbal

I attack by the North Koreans because of their fear of a

I resurgent Japan that might seek to rearm and the perceived

Japanese neocolonialism in South Korea, Tokyo remained

I aloof from these unofficial contacts by allowing them to

J 
proceed, but not providing overt political sanction or

approval to the activities--though obviously they could not

I
I 

~
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have been undertaken privately without Tokyo ’s approval.

I Pyongyang’s efforts to achieve a workable political

accommodation with Tokyo resulted in a significant concession

I when , in 1973, Kim made it clear to the Japanese that they

I would not have to abrogate the 1965 Japan-ROK Treaty when

diplomatic relations are established between the DPRK and

I Japan . Although the concession was made (on the surface at

least) to save Japanese “ face ,” it was a t~aior compromise

I since it implied a tacit acceptance of a “two Koreas” situ—

( ation , a doctrine that is eminently distasteful to Pyongyang .

j I The basis of this decision was the concept that Japan could

• have diplomatic relations with both the Koreas without

jeopardizing Korean reunification This was a concept

totally in consonance with Secretary of State Kissinger ’s

address at the U.N. General Assembly on September 22, 1975

in which he stated that “The United States supports the

dual entry of both South and North Korea into the United

Na tions without prejudice to their eventual reunification ,”

1 but to which Pyongyang has been otherwise consistently

opposed because of the assertion that such a move would

I undermine the North Korean position as the sole represen-

I tative of the Korean people. The inconsistency in policy

generated by the approach to Japan would seem to indicate

I that the North Korean leaders felt that rapproachment with

• Japan was of considerable importance to long-term North

I Korean interests, particularly “to preclude the possibility

I
I
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I

that Japan might replace the United States as the military

I protector of South Korea .”88

To prevent such a possibility the DPRK has attempted to

I create a situation in which Japan is maneuvered into a more

I 
“neutral ” position vis-a—vis the two Koreas. By committing

the Japanese to increased trade and economic relations with

I North Korea, a more even—handed Japanese approach to the two

Koreas could be obtained as a design to lessen support for

I the Southern regime. Japanese perceptions of this concept

I 
as a North Korean ploy were readily apparent when Japanese

Foreign Minister Ohira remarked in November 1972 that “to

I treat North and South Korea on an equal basis diplomatical ly

would be dangerous.” 
89 Quite obviously, Japan has far  more

• I interest in South Korea , particularly in an economic sense,

J than in North Korea and any such “equal” treatment would be

far more to Pyongyang ’s advantage than to Tokyo ’s.

I North Korean trade with Japan, as part of its campaign

• since 1970 to catch up with South Korea in the production

I of consumer goods and in technology , expanded rapidly. In

I 
that year the DPRK ’s total two-way trade amounted to some

$690 million while that of South Korea was $2.8 billion .90

I The DPRK ’s trade with Japan and other non-Communist countries

rose from 10% of its total trade in 1965 to 24% in 1973.91

• I 
The trade just between Japan and North Korea was estimated

at $60 million92 and after the signing of a five-year semi-

I official “memorandum trade agreement” on January 23, 1972,

L
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I
the two sides foresaw the growth of trade exchanges to a

I level of approximately $500 million annually by 1976. Since

I 
that time , as the North Korean trade deficit problem has

loomed as a bigger and bigger factor in the economic re-

I lations of the two states, Japanese exports have fallen off

drastically since August 1975 and the general atmosphere

I between the two countries , always rather cool and guarded ,

has become strained. A major factor that compounds the

I problem is that, unlike the European governments that have

I taken over the bad North Korean credits from banks and

private creditors, in Japan it is the private sector that
93I holds the claims. Because of the complex nature of the

underlying financial relationships between the two countries,

L if the Japanese government were to underwrite the Japanese

- traders and banks, the move would be tantamount to dc~ laring

Pyongyang an unreliable trading partner, a move that could

j not help but severely damage any. developing accommodation

between the two nations.94 Thus, for the moment at least,

I private Japanese interests are lef t  holding the bag. In

I the future it is probably going to require North Korean

“cash up front” to induce further trade with these Japanese

I financial and business groups.

While the increased economic ties between Japan and

I North Korea to date have been primarily to Pyongyang ’s

advantage as a source of industrial technology and goods,

there are advantages accruing to Japan through the relation-

I ship beyond a favorable balance of trade (assuming of course

I
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that North Korea pays her trade bills).95 First, Japanese

contact with North Korea will serve to blunt criticism from

Pyongyang, and insofar as that contact does not substantially

I undermine South Korea ’s position or draw undue cri ticism

r from that source , will be valuable. Second , contact with

North Korea would be useful in dealing with opposition parties

f and mass media , particularly the Korean population in Japan

with its element that are sympathetic to Pyongyang . Third ,

through such contact Nor th Korea may be eased fur ther from

-- her isolated position. And fourth , the development of

. closer ties with North Korea “forms a part of a Japanese

diplomatic offensive ”96 that serves to constitute leverage

-- 
against the Chinese in particular , and other nations as

I well (e.g., the Soviets and the Vietnamese) .

The interactions between North Korea and Japan reflect

a certain degree of autonomy that the two na tions possess

in dealing on the international scene. In the North Korean

case, as has already been examined , the independent policy

J line has been actively sought in order to allow freedom and

I 
self-determination in decision-making for both internal and

international policy formulation. In the Japanese case,

I while autonomy in decision-making and action has long been

voiced and in most instances actively sought , it was not

I until the shokku of the announced Nixon visit to Peking

that Japanese foreign policy in particular was singled out

for a more independent (of Washington) approach. While the

I
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growing independence of Japanese movemen t can hardly be

denied , interna tional conditions have been such that the

Japanese policy d irection is largely in consonance wi th that

I of the U.S., and ties between the two na tions have been con-

siderably strengthened and their outlooks brought into finer~

agreement af ter the events in Indochin a in the spring of

1975.

Thus, the developing relationship between North Korea

j ~ and Japan may be viewed as independent action , but action

-
~~ with roots in the Sino-Arnerican and Soviet-American detentes ;

- action which is clearly supported and encouraged by the

major powers as they seek to insure a modicum of stability

on the Korean peninsula . The growing feeling of detente

has allowed , and in fact encouraged , periphera l action to

take place. At the same time it has placed pressure on the

I direct participants--the DPRK and the ROK--to reach some

sort of accommodation among themselves that will result in

peace on the peninsula (at least in the sense that there

exists no open conflict that directly threatens to draw in

the respective backers of the two Korean states) and event-

I ually make possible a reunification of the two Koreas.

I In the shadow of the mid-1971 announcement of President

Nixon ’s intended visit to the PRC, and no doubt spurred by

1 fears of great power collusion to decide the fate of the

Koreas or freeze the existing situation, political activity

I between the North and the South began to take on a tone and

I
I 

-
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a substance that indicated the possibility of a settlement

of the Korean question , or at least an approach to a settle—

ment. On August 6, 1971, in a welcoming speech for Prince

Norodom Sihanouk , Kim Il-sung held out the possibility of

reconciliation when he suggested that members of all

political parties in the North and South—-including the ruling

Democratic Republican Party--meet to discuss political issues.

This proposal resulted in a South Korean counter-proposal

that eventually led to the initiation of the Red Cross talks,

intended to trace divided families and assist in their re-

union . They were no doubt viewed more importantly as an

t ~I opening dialogue between North and South.

- In November secret contacts between the two Korean states

began and led in turn to delegations meeting f irst in

p Pyongyang and then in Seoul for talks in May and June 1972.

In a January 15 release from Pyongyang Kim still demanded

the withdrawal of all U.S. forces from South Korea ; however ,

a change in policy appeared as he did not make this demand

P a necessary precondition for improved relations--thus

J setting the stage for further advancement in the on-going

negotiations. The subsequent July 4 North-South Joint

I Communique was a largely unexpected event, particularly since

it seemed to represent a major and unforseen breakthrough in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
was to be achieved through peaceful methods; and, 3) the

I issue of reunification was to be undertaken through ef forts

I to elevate the question to a plane of broad national unity ,

above the mire of dif ferences in ideology and social sys—

I tems. Concrete results were the establishment of the North—

South Coordinating Committee (NSCC) to oversee the efforts

I designed to create broad national unity , an agreement pro-

hibiting each side from slandering the other , and the in—

stallation of a “hot line ” (ala Washington-Moscow) between

I Seoul and Pyongyang.

The auspicious start of the North-South dialogue was

I not borne out. by the ensuing events. Charges and coun ter-

charges followed the joint communique as both sides engaged

in the “what I really said” game. In early November the

second conference of the NSCC Co-Chairmen was held in
ft

Pyongyang as the talks progressed at the preliminary lower
~ levels and produced a statement calling for the cessation

-

~~~ 

of all hostile propaganda on both sides. In the session

I that lasted from November 30-December 1 the first regular

J and full-scale meeting took place a~ the talks were upgraded

from the preliminary negotiating phase. From these early

I meetings it became readily apparent that the two sides had

• two widely-divergent views of the reunification issue.

I At the second session of the NSCC (March 15, 1973) the

i North Korean representative Park Song-ch ’o]. proposed a five-

point peace treaty in order “to lift the confrontation

I
jJ I
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I
atmosphere hindering peaceful and independent unification .”

I Specifically it was to end the Korean War , provide for a

I mutual reduction of forces and call for the withdrawal of

all foreign troops from Korea .97 The South rejected this

I proposal and in a speech on March 20 President Park Chung

Hee made the South ’s position obvious as he advanced the

I idea of a non—aggression pact. South Korea, it could be

I seen, viewed the reunification process as a long-term stage

by stage process, while the North Koreans sought a near-

I term settlement to bring about reunification . As these two

sharply divergent views came to the surface the negotiations

I became largely pro forms, and were broken off entirely

after the apparently KCIA-executed kidnap on August 8 of

South Korean opposition leader Kim Dae-jung from a Tokyo

hotel.

In.November the Red Cross talks resumed and on December

5 the NSCC talks also began, albeit at the greatly reduced

I ~ level of Deputy Co-Chairman. The Red Cross series of talks

ran through the end of April 1974 with five such conferences

J convened ; however , neither side was willing to make a move

that would break the deadlock in negotiations. From the

1 December 5 meeting, seven periods known as the Conference

of Deputy Co-Chairmen of the NSCC here held through June

1 28, 1974--again with no breakthrough or advancement in the

i negotiations.

The breakdown in negotiations was accentuated by the

I .
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I
hard-line policy positions in the two capitols , effectively

I negating constructive ini tiatives and virtua lly insuring the

I 
failure of the talks to produce meaningful results. The

con ferences were continually downgraded to lower levels of

I representation and became arenas for the vituperative

rhetoric between the two sides as relations generally de-

I t-eriorated throughout the remainder of 1974 and into 1975.

I 
It was against this background of deteriorating negotiations

between North and South , particularly af ter Presiden t Park ’s

1 March 20 speech , that the DPRK , in an apparent attempt to

break the deadlock on the Korean issue, made a direct

j approach to the United States on March 25, 1974 to explore

~ the possibility of bilateral negotiations to replace the

1 1953 Armistice Agreement with a peace treaty.

I Presiden.t Park had proposed a non-aggression pact to

the DPRK and in this Korean ping-pong diplomacy the ball had

I come back disguised as an attempt to induce Washington to

negotiate directly with Pyongyang--leaving Seoul out of the

f I picture entirely. On March 25 the DPRK Supreme People ’s

I Assembly had approved a letter directed to the U.S. Congress

in which a “peace” agreement was proposed. The letter pro-

I posed (in brief):

...(1) that each agree not to invade the other, and
each avoid all the danger of direct armed conflict ;
(2) that each stop introducing weapons, combat equip-
ment, or war supplies into Korea; (3) that the United

I States remove the U.N. insignia from U.S. troops
stationed in the South and withdraw the troops “at
the earliest date” ; and (4) that each refrain from
making Korea an operational base of any foreign country

I after the withdrawal of foreign troops.9

I I
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The offer for bilateral negotiations, had it been taken up

I by the United States would have quite severely undercut the

position of the South Korean government. On the other hand ,

I the inducement to negotiate offered by the North Koreans

was not inconsiderable .

I The question of concessions that the United States

I might realize from the DPRK was investigated during the

summer. An American scholar , ~r. Andrew J. Nahm , ostensibly

at the behest of the U.S. government, traveled to Pyongyang

in July 1974 to sound out North Korean leaders on the pro-

posals advanced in the March 25 letter. In a July inter-

view with the Korean Workers ’ Par ty Central Committee

Secretary Kim Tong-gyu (numbe r six at that time in the North

Korean heirarchy99 and director of the KWP International

Affairs Department and vice-president), Dr . Nahm was told

1 . that to conclude a peace treaty with the United States , the

it DPRK would be ready to of fer  its guarantees that it would

not seek to effect a military reun ification of Korea.10°

I ~ Although the subsequent U.S. State Department reaction to

P the March 25 letter was rather cool and the official

position posited that any resolution of the Korean problem

I must be undertaken by the two Koreas themselves, the DPRK ’s

offer  had been made , and as stated earlier , it was not an

I insignificant one.

North Korean policy vis-a-vis the U.S. throughout the

I 1970’s has been characterized by the constant themes of

1

~ I
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I I
denouncing U.S. “imperialism ” and demanding the withdrawal

I of all foreign troops--in particular the United Nations

I Command , composed of U.S. forces. In 1972, however , Kim

Il_c~ung apparently sought to foster some new relationship

I with the United States, perhaps with an ultimate design of

weakening domestic American support for a continued military

presence in South Korea. In May Washington Post newspaper-

man Selig S. Harrison , and New York Times newspapermen

Harrison E. Salisbury and John M. Lee were invited to the

I DPRK and permitted interviews with Premier Kim. While the

New York Times interviews were illuminating , they served

primarily as a sounding board for Kim ’s feelings toward the

United States and his rationale for a U.S. withdrawal from

the South. There was an interesting line of reasoning

evident in one statement that reads as fo llows :

If in the past you said you needed military bases
-- in South Korea to prevent the expansion of Commun ism,

now that you have good relations with the big powers,
why is there any necessity of having military bases
in South Korea? 101

On the surface it would seem that Premier Kim had either for-

~ gotten, or wished to ignore the fact, that his also was a

Communist state!

( The interviews also played on the Japanese presence in

Korea as Kim asked why the United States wanted to turn

I Korea into “an appendage of Japan?” Kim ’s statement

I So we can see the joint communique of 1969 between
Nixon and Sato, and Nixon put forward the so-
called Nixon Doctrine under which he instigated

I Japanese militarism so as to replace the United
States in South Korea , so as to interf

1~~ 
in the

internal affairs of the Korean people.

I
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I By stressing “the occupation of South Korea” Kim Il-sung

can be seen underlining the assertion made ad nauseum that

the Southern regime is controlled by the U.S., and were

I the Americans to withdraw , the regime would surely collapse.

If a simplistic outline was constructed of the North Korean

strategy for reunification as it appeared to exist at the

time of the March 25, 1974 peace proposal to the United

States , it might take the following shape :

(~ ) keach a condition of detente with the United
States.

(2) Reach a condition of detente with South Korea.

(3) As a result of the detente with North Korea ,
South Korea would perceive a lessened danger
from the North and encourage the U.S. to with-
draw from the peninsula.

(4) South Korean independence would inevitably
dissolve as a result of the regime ’s lack

F of U.S. backing and rising domestic pressure.

(5) The DPRK ~8~
ld take over when the conditions were

suitable.

Thus , the North Korean efforts to effect a detente of their

own can be seen not as efforts toward achieving a condition

Ii of peace p~ r se, but as a political maneuver to deprive the

TI South Korean government of its U.S. backing--a situation the
I North Korean leadership apparently feels will inevitably

result in the collapse of the Southern regime. The U.S.

refusal to deal directly with the DPRK , both in the summer

of 1974 and again in the summer of 1975 when the North

Koreans made overtures through Japanese Prime Minister

K Miki ,105 have manifestly deprived them of the opportunity

I
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I to make poli tical gains at the expense of President Park ’s

I 
government.

The United States policy toward South Korea remains

one of support, while there is a general realization by all

parties--particularly since the U.S. Presidential election

I in November--that it is just a matter of time until the U.S.

withdraws its military forces from Korea. The United States

I has refused the North Korean offers for bilateral negoti-

ations, insisting that any negotiations dealing with the

Korean issue must include both of the Koreas as active par-

ticipants. Any attempt to arrive at a Four-Power (U.S.,

USSR, PRC , and Japan) or a Five-Power (the Four Powers plus

Europe) agreement in Korea withou t inclusion of the two

Koreas would be analogous to building a four-sided box around

two scorpions. Adding a lid to the box (Europe) would do

nothing more than close the container , leaving a continuing

struggle within—-in effect confining the combatants , but not

ending the conflict. It would seem, then , that until the

great powers and other interested and involved states arrive at

some form of agreement which also includes the concerned corn-

J batants , there is little likihood that the two Koreas will give

up their present policies of mutual antagonism and confron—

I tation. With this apparent consideration in mind the U.S. has

openly sought the admission of two Koreas into the United

Nations “without prejudice to their eventual reunification ,”

I a policy with which the Soviet Union has expressed tacit

agreement through subtle nuances without openly stating its

‘ I
•— j  I
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approval for fear of driving North Korea further toward the

I Chinese who have openly opposed the “two Koreas” principle

I altogether in their support of the DPRK .

Nor th Korea’s foreign policy direction during the 1970 ’s

I has reflected the great changes taking place in the inter-

national region of the Asian-Pacific region. The imminent

V danger of war between Russia and China in the late 1960’s

and their subsequent moves to arr ive at detente with the

United States along separate but parallel lines compelled

North Korea to make dramatic shifts in her policy line as

well. As independent in domestic and foreign policies as

Nor th Korea professes to be , there are still major consider-

r ations that limit her actual operational capabilities within

the international system. North Korea is allowed room for

maneuver between her two Communist patrons; however , as the

preceeding has shown , there are increasingly stringent

L restrictions on her movement and choice of available policy

options as a result of the developing relations and resultant

political structures being built by the great powers.

Nor th Korea ’s policy goals , particularly Korean reunif i-

cation , are of vital importance to Pyongyang ; however , they

L ~ are just not perceived with the same degree of importance in

Washington, Moscow , Peking and Tokyo, as other priorities

dictate actions that are often inimicable to the immediate

I interests of both Koreas. For these reasons the North

Korean leadership has been forced to evaluate their situation

I
I

- 
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I
in the light of the emerging situa tion and take actions tha t

neither threaten their independence nor compromise their

I long-term goals.

To do this Pyongy ang has , through a policy of moderation

I in the early 1970’s, sought to improve her interna tional

image as a responsible state, cultivate a role for herself

within the Third World family of nations , and work to under-

I cut South Korean status and legitimacy. Easing out of her

isolation as the two-decade American policy of isolation

1 (“containment”) was left to dissolve , Nor th Korea has

r sought increased contact with the world , and particularly

I with those nations capable of providing her with the

economic assistance and modern technology deemed so necessary

to compete successfully with the South in order to present

a viable socialist alternative to the Korean people in the

ideological struggle revolving around the efforts to effect

a reunification of the peninsula. The growing beligerancy

j of the North in the 1974-76 period , if viewed in this light,

can be seen to be an aberation of sorts and a reaction of

I frustration to what the North Korean leadership must feel

• to be near-total South Korean intransigence on the reunifi-

cation issue. North Korea’s actions in these years since

~ 1 1974 have been more rhetoric than action , and incidents

such as occured in August 1976 are more likely the result

I of local conditions than centrally-planned action. Even

I 
during the period of heightened tensions in the summer of

1
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I
1975 there is little available evidence that supports the prop-

osi tion that North Korea seriously considered the idea of a

move south; qui te possibly the rhetoric may have been designed

as a political move to exact concessions from her backers in

I return for guarantees that the DPRK would not engage in

military “adventurism” on the one hand, and as a destabil-
I izing ploy vis-a-vis South Korea on the other.

I North Korea ’s policies have reflected a pragmatic

approach to accommodation with her sworn enemies--Japan and

I the United States. Through limited contact with Japan , North

Korea has sought economic benefits while at the same time

attempting to engineer a diplomatic maneuver to “neutra lize”

Tokyo by bringing about a situation in which Japan ’s deal-

ings with the North will tend to minimize her con tact wi th

the South. Toward the United States, the DPRK ’s arch-enemy ,

• softening of the belligerent line has most likely been pur-

sued in recognition of the priorities Peking and Moscow

have placed on peaceful relations with Washington , and the

realization that the bellicose approach toward the United

States in the late 1960’s was totally counterproductive.

Recent North Korean policy dealing with the United States

f I would seem to indicate that the Pyongyang leadership is

J seeking to maintain a fairly low profile in the eyes of the

U.S. in order to lower American perception of a North Korean

J military threat against the South, in the hope that such a

view will lead to a decision to withdraw from the peninsula--

I
I
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I
I an objective that Kim has actively and unceasingly sought

since Korean War days. Only after the condition of the

I U.S. withdrawal has been met can the North see the possibility

for a reunification of the two Koreas. If this is the pri-

I mary North Korean objective , then it would be tragically

I ironical if the carefully-cultivated hatred of the U.S.--so

evident in the August 18 incident at Panumnjom--that was de-

I signed to defend North Korea and eventually lead to the

elimination of the U.S. presence , would turn counterpro-

I ductive and destroy the peaceful efforts to achieve just this

r very goal.

I,
‘ I
I

I- I
I
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CONCLUSIONS

The preceeding portions of this paper have been written

I to provide a foundation of events that have transpired in

North Korea ’s foreign relations with the Communist bloc

I nations , the United States, Japan and South Korea over the

past two and a half decades.The central theme of these re-

lations has been a continuing attempt to chart an indepen-

I dent course of policy as a sovereign nation, and the primary

objective has been to effec t a reunification of the Korean

peninsula. Expounding the principle of chuch ’e, the DPRK

r has striven to achieve national self—reliance as a means to

foster economic independence as the key to political autonomy.

U From the Soviet-dominated satellite state of the late

1940’s the DPRK , largely as a result of the Korean War and

I direct Chinese support, moved in the direction of free , in-

sependent action and by the late 1950’s had largely cast off

the cloak of Soviet suzerainty . As the Soviet Union

11 appeared to be abandoning the vanguard position of the world

-. Communist movement in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s,

Pyongyang moved toward closer accommodation with Peking.

The move toward China , occasioned by reasons of greater
1 ideological affinity and security considerations, rapidly

revealed itself as a bankrupt policy because of the DPRK ’s

continued heavy dependence on outside economic and military

I support--support that China could not provide in sufficient

quantity. The move back coward accommodation with the USSR

-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
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was matched by a co!nplementary move away from the People ’s

Republic of China as that nation entered the period of the

Cultural Revolution and relations between the two countries

receded to the lowest ebb in recent history . Finally, as

I China ’s Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution came to an end

and the threat of war between China and Russia became a dis-

I tinct possibility in mid-1969 , Pyongyang patched up relations

with Peking and maneuvered into a neutralist position , a

position that the DPRK has carefully guarded to the present,

f aibeit with the slightest shade of favor toward China.

This analysis has been undertaken with an eye to examin-

ing control factors in the DPRK-PRC and DPRK-TJSSR relation—

ships. Despite the DPRK ’s uninterrupted efforts to maintain
- an independent, non-committed policy line , the reality of the

international arena and North Korea ’s position within it,

has mitigated against realization of this goal. Despite

ii Pyongyang’s extensive efforts to become nationally self-

reliant, the nature of the country ’s economic development,

the political environment and the mili tary situation vir-

I l tually guarantees a considerable degree of outside influence

and interference in the affairs not only of North K9rea, but

I also in those of South Korea, as the interests of the world ’s

major powers all come into direct contact and contention on

the Korean peninsula.

( The fact that all the major powers are involved in the

affairs of Korea inflates the situation there all out of
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I
proportion , and by virtue of this focus of attention on the

I Korean peninsula , the possibility of a peaceful continuity

I 
of the present status quo is questionable with the attendant

risk of an outbreak of hostilities . At the present , and in

I the foreseeable future , it would not seem to be ~n the best

interests of the United States , the Soviet Union , the

People ’ s Republic of China , or Japan , to become involved in

warfare in , or over , Korea. By the same token, it would

not appear profitable for either of the principals to

attempt a military reunification of the country as a means

to arrive at a solution to the problem.

What then , to ask the $64 question , is the likelihood

that the North Koreans would launch an attack against the

South to effect a reunification of the peninsula? To

assess this likelihood , it seems evident that a second

question must also be asked . If it is assumed , as is gen-

I I erally considered to be the case at present , that none of

the great powers are interested in a d irect military

attempt to reunify the nation, then what controls are used ,

— or influences exerted , to see that North Korea does not

“s1ip the leash” and make such an attempt? Any examir~atior~

j of such questions must take into account both the probable

attitudes of the North Korean leadership toward such a

• I venture , as well as outside pressures that come to bear to

I 
see that, insofar as possible , Pyongyang does not resort to

this line of action.

I
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I
The first input for consideration must be an examin-

I at ion of North Korean perceptions regarding the usefulness

of military action to accomplish the goal of reunification ,

and what sort of conditions would have to exist before a

determination would be made to resort to such means . If

the hypothesis is posited that the North Korean leadership,

regardless of possible factionalization and existing ideo—

logical learnings , is basically rational and reasoning, then

the conclt~sion to be drawn is that the North Korean leader-

ship is not likely to be self—destructive , in th~ sense that

they would be unwill ing to risk the nation ’s physical pro-

gress toward modernization and social “advancement” except

under two widely—divergent conditions : a dire threat that

I raised the question of national survival , or the existence

~: of conditions that would allow them to take military

action with very low risk.

Since the Korean War the DPRK ’s actions have seemed to

-. 
follow a policy that has minimized high levels of risk-

taking that might induce an outside power (primarily the

U.S.) to take direct counteraction . While ’such incidents

as the seizure of the Pueblo in 1968, the downing of an

I American EC-121 reconnaigance aircraft the following year,

and the recent JSA incident in August 1976 might be pointed

• I at to show militant , provocative intentions, it seems more

I 
likely (and as more evidence comes to light seems virtually

certain) that each of these events was locally-initiated

I

~ I
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action , executed without central direction or approval. If

I this is the case, then , as mentioned earlier , the policy of

generating domestic hatred (directed primarily at the U.S.)

I that Kim and his leadership has created as a denominator of

I defense against a technologically superior foe may have back-

fired . More , these apparent undirected strikes against the

I U.S. presence became totally counterproductive to North

Korean attempts to arrive at solutions to problems of vital

I concern by serving to intensify opposition and by gener-

ating additional outside hostility and distrust of North

Korean intentions. What direct military action the DPRK

has undertaken has primar ily centered on infil tration and

terrorist operations , and an unsuccessful effort to foster

a revolutionary movement in the South . The hey-day of

these efforts in the mid to late-1960’s coincided with the

preoccupation of the U.S. in Vietnam during a period that

witnessed our heaviest commitment to that war. The timing

of Pyongyang’s efforts in this regard therefore minimized

I the risk—taking of these aggressive actions to levels that

were considered acceptable . In determining attitudes of

the North Korean leadership, the role that ideology assumes

~ I 
as it relates to the country ’s national interests and de-

velopment must be considered .

• I A question of considerable significance is how “Commun ist”

are the North Koreans? There is no doubt that the North

I Korean leadership under Rim Il-sung is deadly earnest in
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their creation of an extremely tightly-controlled state

I established and run along Marxist-Leninist lines , but are

they truly dedicated to the line they embrace , or are they

paying it more lip service than subservience? Is Marxism-

I Leninism a tightly-embraced philosophy , r~r in actuality but

a means to an end--a convenient casing for national self-

I reliance as embodied in the chuch ’e concept?

External appearance and the conduct of domestic and ex-

1 ternal state affairs mitigate for true Marxist-Leninist

Jr leanings as the surface rhetoric of the leaders and the

DPRK ’s relations with other Communist states so amply

f illustrates. The Marxist-Leninist line seems to be tempered

with pragmatic approaches and application , however. In

private meetings , as D. Gordon White points Out in his ob-

servations , the following aspects come out: “In the realm

of ideology, judging from conversations and visual im-
I. 

. . 1
i pressions, there is little attention paid to Marx-Lenin .”

Similarly,  when questioned about the manner in which highly-

placed North Korean leaders discussed matters , Dr. Andrew

I Nahm observed in his 1974 trip to Pyongyang that these

officials spoke frankly without resort to dogmatic ideo-

I logical phrasing and lines of reasoning, while those lower-

level officials and professors at Kim Il-1ung University

I with whom he had contact were most careful to maintain the
4

I doctrinaire line and mouth the appropriate ideological

dialogue.2 The implication is that adherence to Marxist-

I
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I
Leninist ideology as a guiding philosophy is closely re-

I lated to the answer given by North Koreans when questioned

I 
concerning their alignment in the Sino-Soviet dispute by

other Communists. The response , “The Korean side!,” seems

I to indicate the strong nationalist tendencies vis-a-vis

alignment with the Communist powers as a reflection of prag-

matism in their concepts regarding the usefulness of Marxist-

Leninist ideology. If this is in fact the case, then the

I following may be taken under consideration .

I Primar i ly ,  then , ideology is not viewed as dogma. The

North Koreans go to great lengths to denounce Soviet “re-

f visionism” and Chinese “dogmatism.” The principles upon

which the North Koreans operate in furtherance of their own

perceived national interests may not be primarily framed by,

or executed under , considerations imposed by Marxist-Leninist

mores . It may be viewed as Communist ideology , perhaps, but

only if understood in terms of Tito ’s free-lance Yugoslavian

style as opposed to the rigidly-interpreted Chinese Marxist-

Leninist line for example. If Marxist-Leninist dogma is

~ J viewed as influencing, but not necessarily controlling

decision-making and policy implementation, then a different

~ I 
set of rules must apply in analyzing the actions of North

Korea.

I What then are the factors that govern the manner in

I 
which Pyongyang operates? Is it then this nationalist

chuch ’e principle? Chuch ’e in combination with Marxist-

I
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Leninist ideology? Kim ’s personal foibles? A combination

of the three? The list of possible variables resulting from

I these input sources which determine and influence policy

formulation and implementation are inexhaustive; therefore

I it seems more valuable to examine what we may consider to

I 
be likely long-term collective goals than search to track

down individual influences which, conceivably , could become

I important policy-determining factors , but which cannot be

traced with surety or foreknowledge that they will be mean—

I ingfu l  inputs.  The key to fur ther  North Korean actions , it

would seem , lies within the following analogy: Communism,

I more properly Marxist-Leninist ideology , provides the

vehicle (or casing) for action, while nationalism (expressed

in the chuch ’e philosophy) provides the motive power to dir-

ect e f for t  toward achieving long-term goals. The long-term

goals might include the following: a singular desire to

I achieve the greatest possible degree of national indepen-

dence and autonomy , free from foreign domination or in-

fluence ; a desire to effect  a reunification of the Korean

I nation and a desire to project pride in the Korean race,

~~ culture and traditions as a national ideal.

I It seems unlikely that Kim Il-sung and other members

of the leadership elite (except perhaps for the inevitable

dialogues) are truly striving for the formation of a Corn-

~: ~ 
munist state as the end in itself-—merely as means to an

i

j[

jnd

Neither ca jt i o na l i s r n br h a n
jtiv

orc~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
propelling North Korea forward toward a defined purpose.

I Nationalism without defined goals is like an unfinished

I 
symphony: a great expenditure of directed effort with no

established conclusion . The end product, therefore, must be

goals such as I have already outlined, though not necessarily

or inclusively these particular ones. And ultimately, all

I North Korean planning and action must be governed by these

considerations if we make the judgment that the DPRK ’s

I leadership, personified in Kim Il-sung , is moderately

Jr rational and not dedicated to self-destructive aims--a line

f of reasoning that has been the apparent case in the past

I since North Korea ’3 bitter and tragic experience in the

Korean War.

I Ava ilable courses of action that the Chinese and the

I Soviets can employ to encourage North Korean compliance

with their desires for “peaceful reunification” methods

~ 
j take the forms of economic measures, political sanctions,

I 
and degrees of military aid and support. In the economic

sector, the USSR has a decided advantage over China in the

I ability to apply “persuasive” measures to “encourage” co-

operation and agreement. The Soviet Union still remains by

far and away the largest trading partner of the DPRK despite

North Korean efforts to diversify trade patterns and reduce

I dependence on any one nation. Because of this heavy depen-

I dence , the Soviet Union has considerable leverage over the

North Koreans. If the USSR so elected, they could

I
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I
unilaterally restrict North Korean exports through any one

I of a n umber of methods such as import quotas, ta r i f f s , and

I the like--moves that could have a crippling effect on the

economy. Likewise, through restriction of certain key Soviet

I exports to North Korea, such as oil and machinery , consider-

able damage could also be inflicted in this way .

I An economic area in which both the Soviet Union and the

PRC have had a hold on North Korea is that of the creditor-
I debtor relationship. Again in this area the Soviet Union

J possesses more leverage than Peking , primarily because of

the greater levels of trade between the USSR and the DPRK.

If , as has been speculated, North Korea was success ful in

getting China to wipe the slate clean of some $150 million

in outstanding debts when Kim Il-sung visited Peking in

April 1975, then this particular hold has been wrested

from China ’s grip, although the price of canceling that

debt may have been a North Korean guarantee not to strike

southward. On the other hand , the large notes held by the

Russians give them considerable sway in this regard. If the

I North Koreans did succeed in renegotiating these debts to

Russia as previously advanced, then it might be speculated

I that the Russians probably exacted considerable concessions

from the North Koreans, given the sums involved in the

• I DPRIC ’s outstanding debts to Moscow. It is safe to assume

I that the terms of any loans that either the Soviet Union or

the People’s Republic may choose to underwrite in the future

I

~~ I
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I
will be directly linked to Pyongyang ’s evident willingness

I to toe the mark , at least insofar as it does not exact too

great a political cost to North Korea or seen by the DPRI(

I as a threat to their independence.

I At the present it appears that the Soviet Union holds

a decided advantage over Communist China in their ability

I to wield economic influence , and therefore political power.

The North Korean reaction to this economic dominance has

I been characterized by attempts to achieve self-sufficiency

Jr in areas of vital importance. Thus the current Six-Year

Plan ’s emphasis on developing the extractive and power in-

1 dustries to lessen dependence on foreign sources of power

- 
and fuels may be seen as an attempt to real ize this ob-

jective. Until domestic sources of power sufficient to

provide for the country ’s needs are developed , a trend
- seems to be developing toward diversification of sources, in

Jr 
particular petroleum products. Already North Korea is

heavily dependent on China for oil imports,3 and in January

1 1976 the Korea—China “Friendship Oil Pipeline” project was

I inaugurated,4 presumably to increase the supply. As apparent

evidence of its goodwill, China disrupted oil shipments to

I Japan early in 1976 to provide for North Korean needs.5 As

the DPRK becomes more heavily dependent on China for all

I imports, China will have increased leverage in its dealings

I 
With North Korea. On the other hand , if North Korea had

succeeded in cultivating sources of supply from both her

I
- .  

I _
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patrons , then her position becomes vastly better than being

I dependent on one , since one can be played of f against the

other.

I In terms of being able to bring economic coercion to

I bear to influence North Korean decision-making , it appears

that the Soviet Union still remains in a better position to

I bring pressure to bear than does China. If the North

Koreans can succeed, however , in becoming domestically more

I self-sufficient while simultaneously diversifying their

sources for vital imports they will be better able to re-

I sist external forces that seek to influence their policies--

I unless there is concerted action by both backers to dissuade

Pyongyang from taking actions considered inimicable to the

I interests of both, such an attack on the South, for instance.

f - In the area of political constraint designed to discourage

any untoward North Korean action, the PRC seems able to bring

influence to bear as great as that of the Soviet Union.

The nature of political sanctions that can be used to

I encourage coincidence in apparent political outlook and

similarity in action are numerous. As discussed earlier ,

I the PRC and the USSR seem to hold dissimilar views of their

alliance relationship with North Korea. Neither of Kim’s

patrons are probably overjoyed over their dealings with him.

• I 
His seeming unpredictible nature and past mercurial behavior

• as an ally cannot help but be viewed in Moscow and Peking as

I the mark of a man who cannot be trusted any further than

I
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I
either Brezhnev or Hua can throw him. However , the reality

I of the situation is that Kim must be dealt with and both

Communist giants actively seek to cultivate his cooperation

I and backing , and seek to keep him from taking action that

I might draw them into conflict or military confrontation with

the United States , and indirectly,  Japan . China ’s approach

I to the problem may be seen as one of trying to deal with

Kim on his own level , of trading revolutionary slogan for

I revolutionary slogan and attempting to “cement” the blood

I relationship between the two nations without having it come

to that. The Soviet Union, on the other hand , seems to shy

I away from a relationship that is too close and familiar with

Pyongyang, instead maintaining a cooler, more distant re-

I
In their support for the DPRK, both the Chinese and the

Russians have strongly backed the North ’s cause in the United

I Nations . In this way both have backed the North Koreans

within the international diplomatic community, thereby pro-

I viding valuable assistance to North Korea ’s attempts to

I 
undercut the legitimacy of South Korea ’s regime and raise

her own stature in the world family of nations. No doubt

I the Chinese and Soviets both hope that increased diplomatic

exposure will have the effect of moderating Pyongyang ’s

I views. North Korean refusal or reluctance to follow Moscow

and/or Peking’s lead on important matters could result in the

dissolution of support in this world body and an increased

I
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•1: I
degree of diplomatic isolation . The Soviet contacts with

~, I South Korea in 1974—75 showed how easily the Soviet Union

could damage North Korea ’s position , particularly vis—a—vis

the “two Koreas ” issue.

~ I 
In this area Pyongyang decidedly has a greater friend

in Peking than in Moscow. Peking ’s unequivocable support

E’ I for North Korea ’s claim as the only true Korean government

I 
and sole representative of the Korean people in the Apri l

1 1975 China-North Korea joint communique stands in marked

~ I contrast to Moscow ’s silence on the issue ; a silence that

probably expresses disapproval , but one which will probably

Jr remain largely unspoken to keep from driving the DPRK off

to seek increased Chinese support. Both Russia and China

I can use this issue as a control over North Korea because of

I the vital position this proposition holds in the DPRK ’s

claim to sole legitimacy in Korea. Minor Soviet inter-

I actions with South Korea carry weighty implications and

create uncertainties concerning probable behavior and

I support,6 particularly the dangerous possibility that the

USSR might go so far as to recognize South Korea. China , if

it were to forego the statements of the April 1975 communique

~ I 
at some future date for more immediate considerations , would

be able to exert similar influences. Likewise , both China

~• 1 and Ruseia can exhibit considerable support for North Korea,

if they so choose, by resolutely opposing any approach to a

“two Koreas” solution to the Korean question.

II I
_ I1
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I
The third major area in which the USSR and the PRC can

I influence North Korea is in the area of military support

and aid. As in the economic sphere, the Soviet Union enjoys

I a distinct advantage over China and “The Soviet Union ’s

I ability to supply advanced weapons to...North Korea...may

be its strongest level is competing for influence with

I Peking.”7 North Korea remains tightly bound to the Soviet

Union for supplies of heavy equipment and sophisticated

wea1~ iiry , while the PRC-supplied arms in the past have been

primarily simpler in manufacture and sophistication (such

as infan try weapons , for example) , although China ’s

supplies to North Korea have increased in recent years and

in 1972 exceeded those supplied by the Soviets and have in-

8cluded such items as MIG—2l aircraft and T-59 tanks. Again ,

it seems that the North Koreans have made efforts to

diversify their source of supply; however, it is unlikely

that China will be willing to part with significant amounts

of newer and more sophisticated military arms because of

I chronic shortages within her own forces .9 For that reason

I 
the Soviet Union will probably continue to be the major

supplier , although they have not been willing to provide

I North Korea with new , first-line equipment similar to that

being supplied to some of the Arab nations; perhaps as a

• I quietly managed arms control program. There is the

I 
possibility that North Korea could break away from her

sponsors and seek modern weaponry on the world arms market--

I
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I

I
a move that would probably be ill-received by the Soviets

I on the one hand , and by probable reluctance on the part of

I suppliers to deal with North Korea for political reasons and

for economic reasons associated with North Korea ’s growing

I reputation of unreliability as a trade partner .

Because of North Korea ’s dependence on the USSR and the

I PRC for arms imports she is vulnerable at all times to being

cut of f  from further shipments , particularly continued

delivery of spare parts for existing weapons. Dependence on

Jr 
a single source of supply is an exceedingly uncomfortable

position to occupy when national security is largely depen-

Jr dent upon continued deliveries. The Egyptian experience

following her recent break with Russia is an excellent case

I in point. The cessation of further shipments , particularly

Jr 
spares , required Egypt to seek assistance from India , and

when that ef fo rt was unsuccessful, required Egypt to accept

Jr 
a Chinese offer to provide spare parts for Egyptian MIG-21s.

North Korea is in a similar boat because of its heavy

I dependence on the Soviet Union ; however, it too does have

i the current option of being able to go to China for assist-

ance , limited as that assistance might turn out to be.

I The other attendant element of mili tary backing is the

degree of direct support the DPRK can expect to elicit from

I China and Russia in the event of an attack by virtue of her

I two mutual defense treaties. It seems likely at this time

that any such direct intervention by either sponsor would

I
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come only through an external assault on the North , and that

I support of a southward move would be unlikely to be forth-

I 
coming. In many scenarios , however , particularly if a border

clash got out of hand , it might be difficult to make a de-

Jr 
termination of who attacked whom, and the signatories to

these treaties might find themselves drawn into a conflict

Jr in which they want no part. Since their treaty positions

are quite similar to the U.S. commitment to South Korea--

I with the vital exception that the U.S. has troops in Korea

Jr 
that almost certainly would become embroiled in any signifi-

cant action involving North and South Korea--they could

quickly be drawn into a conflict situation. By being
I

physically detached from the Korean peninsula , however , the

I potential for a careful examination of the situation is

present and af fords time before a requirement might exist

that would require direct intervention. This is an option

I that the U.S. does not presently enjoy because of the

current “trip wire” concept emanating out of the 2nd

I Division ’s deployment between the DMZ and Seoul with a small

Jr forward element positioned along a short length of the DMZ

at Panmunjom .

J The Soviet and Chinese backing and the structure of the

respective mutual defense treaties reinforces the statements

• I of these two countries as they expound the virtues of

“peaceful reunification .” Pyongyang’s apparently chronic

sense of insecurity will probably remain for at least as
- 

I
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long as the U.S. military presence remains in South Korea ,

because of the DPRK ’s long-held view that the U.S. is the

greatest threat to their security and that , as a result ,

I war is perpetually imminent. For this reason , the North

I Koreans remain tightly bound to the Soviets and the Chinese

to provide the guarantees of support in the event of a U.S.-

I ROK attack on the North. By the same token they are pressured

to take to heart the “peaceful reunification ” approach , or

I chance the loss of this backing .

i This foregoing discussion is by no means exhaustive in

depth or scope. It is intended , however , to give a feel for

Jr 
some of the factors which the Soviets and the Chinese can

manipulate to encourage North Korean compliance with their

policies and interests. Clearly, the DPRK ’s interests are

r of secondary importance to those of her two patrons , and

because of that, the DPRK will necessarily have to sublimate

some aspects of her policies to remain within the guidelines

which have been set out for her. The reality of the inter-

I national situation has remained largely unchanged for North

Korea over the years. Despite advocacy of the chuch ’e

I philosophy in attempts to become self-reliant and achieve

1 political autonomy and independence of action , the country

still remains heavily dependent of the policies and actions

1 of the two Communist powers--China and Russia--and in the

I 
foreseeable future that situation is unlikely to change

drastically .

I
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I For the reasons that I have set out above--an assump-

I tion of rationality and reason in the North Korean leadership,

the contention that ideology and attainment of a Communist

I state is not an end in itself , and that the Soviet Union and

I China do wield powerful means to influence North Korea ’s

decision-making-—I feel that a North Korean attempt to effect

I a mi litary reunif ication of Korea is highly un like ly,  and

that if any such attempt should ever occur, it would result

I from a set of circumstances that either directly threaten

the national survival of the DPRK or which involved a very

low level of risk in taking such action. It remains within

I the power and the capabilities of the United States to see

that neither set of circumstances will arise in the future.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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